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Abstract 
Kallehauge, J. (2008). Value and Uncertainty in Information Seeking. Sheffi eld: University o f Sheffield . PhD 
Thesis. 
In the research model the information seeking process is seen as a dynamic development to reduce 
W1Certain ty or increase the value through four stages until the problem is solved. TIle results showed a 
surprising progress of the uncertain ty stages . The hypothesis that the information seeking process reduces 
uncertainty through the four stages: 'problem recogni tion', 'problem definition', 'problem resolution' and 
'solution statement' until the problem is solved can be rejected since there is no significant decrease in 
uncertainty level from stage 1 to 4. The hypothesis about the connection between the individual information 
seeker and the social and organiza tional environment was confmned. A se t o f the mos t important core 
relevance criteria were applied. All kind o f information source types were included. 
TIle research developed a cognitive sociology model o f information seeking. The resea rch used a mLxed 
methodology with a combination o f qualitative and quantitative methods which complemented each other. 
Empirical data from 2002-06 in the social sciences and applied sciences domains were based on 14 case 
studies and 60 participants from a survey following the case study. The participants were dissertation students 
focusing on their dissertation from a UK research-led university in different departments and an IT university 
in Denmark. 
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1. Introduction 
Information science incorporates the entire information life cycle from creation through 
dissemination, organizing, storage, and retrieval to the use of information by the individual 
or group in the organizational or community context. The fundamental question of the 
problem solving process during information seeking influences the databases we construct, 
the role of the human and interface intermediary, and the judgment and decision making of 
information sources. Does information science in an organizational context provide a vallie 
measured by the outcome of the information seeker's work task? The question may be 
addressed about the person's or organization's place and position in the field. The selection 
of evaluation criteria and the methodology to answer the question may be subject to an 
ongoing discussion. A lJable may be measured in terms of utility evaluated by approximate 
monetary value contribution over the expected useful life of the information management, 
information service, information system to the outcome of the work task. The monetary 
value may be assessed in comparison with the monetary value or expense of potential 
alternatives. In complex organizations and in complex problem solving tasks it may be 
impossible or difficult to systematically value the net gain or cost of the information 
management, information service, or information system for its stakeholders. 
The definition of organizations has traditionally been understood as purposeful efforts to 
coordinate, influence, and control human behavior in order to reach some preferred 
outcome seen to reflect aspirations of rationality, effectivenes s, and efficiency in the 
control of social life as well as of nature (Brunsson and Olsen, 1998, p. 14). The extended 
and revised interpretation of organizations is to observe the "larger variety of more or less 
stable patterns of interaction among individual and collective actors involving to varying 
degrees and in different combinations the elements of a Weberian organization" (p. 14). 
The ideal Weberian organization consists of (1) clear and definite boundaries, (2) central 
coordination system, (3) differentiated internally, (4) legitimacy, (5) the organization's 
characteristics determine what is achieved (6) malleable, and (7) part of a societal 
transformation (Weber, 1978). 
From an evolutionary perspective of organizations Aldrich and Ruef (2006, p. 4-7) defines 
organizations as "(a) goal directed, (b) boundary-maintaining, and (c) socially constructed 
systems of human activity". They are (a) purposive systems whose members behave as if 
their organization has goals although individual members might personally feel indifferent 
toward those goals or even alienated. The goals may be explicit (mission statements, 
strategies), or implicit. (b) The organizations establish an authoritative process to enforce 
membership distinctions. Survival for the entity depends on its ability to control its 
boundaries. This view is moderated when nurturance, community, supportiveness, and 
interrelatedness are fused with individual responsibility. (c) Activity systems consist of 
bundled and interdependent role behaviors as routine set and activity bundles. The routines 
are inter-personal or interactions with non-humans (materials, machines, tools). The 
division of labor between activities leads to role and functional differentiation which is 
dynamic depending upon organizational growth and size. The internal structures (a-b) 
affect the meaning and satisfaction of individual participants by allocating power and job 
characteristics differently. The control structures that shape the way participants are 
directed, evaluated, and rewarded are constrained and may conflict with the participants' 
external social roles. Organizations depends on interchanges with their environment 
(institutions, culture, 11) to accomplish their work tasks. 
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The present research attempts to address the question independently of a particular 
economical or organizational interest by applying the concept of usefulness of information 
sources in the information seeking process to solve work tasks in a reality setting. 
The aim of the research is to integrate the separated elements of empirical and theoretical 
knowledge about information seeking into a cognitive sociology model comprising the 
choices made, the search methods applied, the priorities made as well as the entire range of 
information sources available to the information seeker in his endeavor to fulfill the work 
task. The problem of separated elements of empirical and theoretical knowledge has, 
among others, been stressed by Chang and Rice, 1993; Hert, 1997; White and Wang, 1997; 
Ford, 1999; Vakkari, 1999; Vakkari and Jarvelin, 2005 and Wilson, 1999. No integrated 
framework for cognitive information retrieval has until now existed according to Spink and 
Cole (2005, p. 233). This integration will provide a more comprehensive understanding of 
both searching and seeking information in a broad context of human information behavior. 
Case (2007, p. 314) fmds the present field of 'information behavior' agreeing on tl1e 
dynamic, personal, and context-dependent nature of the matter but lacks agreement of 
theories and methodologies when concepts are developed from many disciplines 
(sociology, psychology, communication, organizational behavior, and computer science). 
The history of the field shows the knowledge scattered over a broad range of domains and 
applications (Hahn and Buckland, 1998). 
The economic pressure for organizations to be competitive in a highly international 
knowledge-driven market may force an integration of information seeking to enhance the 
efficiency of knowledge management (Choo, 2005). If the coordination and flow of 
knowledge in the organization is flawed or overlapping between staff, management and the 
various internal and external management information systems, the effectiveness and 
efficiency will decrease. If the search tactics and navigation of the people in the networked 
organization are harnessing the overall knowledge of the organization and are aimed 
towards the strategic management goals, the information seeking concept will under 
optimal market conditions be closer integrated. The optimal market situation may be only 
an ideal where there is equilibrium of competition and a sufficient supply/demand of well 
qualified labor for the organizations. 
Marchand, Kettinger & Rollins (2001) have empirically proven 'information orientation' 
from a random sample of 376 companies with a total of 1009 senior managers in multiple 
industries, varying company sizes, levels of business performance, and years of existence. 
The managers represented 26 countries (excluding Japan) and 25 industry sectors (p. 257-
258). (1) information behaviors and values, (2) information management practices, and (3) 
IT practices are 'key information capabilities' defming the strategic management concept 
information orientation. 
The need for an integrated view of information seeking in organizations, whether profit or 
non-profit based, leads to the key problem of the present research based on determining 
the social mechanisms: 
Beliefs: How information sources contribute to the actor's work task 
(measured by information sources and relevance criteria). 
The relation between the individual actor and the social or organizational 
environment. 
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Falsification of the hypothesis that problem resolution proceeds in stages by 
reducing uncertainty or increasing the value at each stage until a resolution of 
the problem is reached. 
A key factor in the development of a cognitive sociology viewpoint is the connection 
between the individual information seeker and the social or institutional environment 
during the process of problem solving. 
The information seeking process is seen as a dynamic development to reduce uncertainty 
through four stages until the problem is solved (Wilson, 1999): 
1. Problem Recognition: Kind of problem. 
2. Problem Definition: Nature of the problem. 
3. Problem Resolution: Finding an answer to the problem. 
4. Solution Statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with the problem. 
If uncertainty fails to be resolved at anyone stage it may result in a feedback loop to a 
previous stage for further resolution. The problem-solving process is seen as an iterative 
development. 
The information sources comprise the entire range of sources used by the information 
seeker. They may be among those listed below: 
1. Information sources required as part of the norms in the knowledge community. 
2. Information sources proposed by advisers in connection with the work task. 
3. Homepages found by the information seeker on the internet. 
4. Public databases: Bibliographic, full text, numeric, and directories or dictionaries. 
5. Public available printed directories and dictionaries. 
6. Personal information sources in the investigated organizations. 
7. Written information sources originating from the investigated organizations. 
2. Information seeking 
The cognitive, sociological, and domain-analytical approaches in information science are 
described and compared below. 
2.1 Cognitive models and cognitive sociology 
A stage-driven cognitive model of the information search process was developed by 
Kuhlthau (1993, 2004, p. 193-194) and divided in 6 stages characterized by 3 aspects: 
Affective (feelings), cognitive (thoughts) and physical (actions). The 6 stages: 
1. Initiation: Aware of a lack of knowledge or understanding. Recognize a need for 
information. Contemplating the problem, comprehending the task, and relating the 
problem via prior experience and knowledge. 
2. Selection: Identify and select the general topic to be investigated or the approach to be 
pursued. Weighting prospective topics against the criteria of personal interest, 
assignment requirements, information available, and time allotted. The outcome of 
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each possible choice is predicted, and the topic or approach judged to have the greatest 
potential for success is selected. 
3. Exploration: Investigate information on the general topic to extend personal 
understanding. Becoming oriented and sufficiently informed about the topic to form a 
focus or a personal point of view. Inability to express precisely what information is 
needed makes communication between the user and the sys tem awkward. 
4. Formulation: Turning point in the search process when feelings or uncertainty diminish 
and confidence increases. Form a focus from the information encountered. Identifying 
and selecting ideas and forming a focused perspective on the topic. The topic becomes 
more personalized at this stage if construction is taking place. 
5. Collection: Gather information related to the focused topic. Defining, extending, and 
supporting the focus. 
6. Presentation: Complete the search and prepare presentation of the findings. 
Culmination of the search with a personalized synthesis of the topic or problem. 
Kuhlthau (2004, p. 200) summarizes the process through the stages: "Uncertainty and 
anxiety can be expected in the early stages of the process. The affective symptoms of 
uncertainty, confusion, and frustration are associated with value, unclear thoughts about a 
topic or question. As knowledge states shifts to more clearly focused thoughts, a parallel 
shift occurs in feelings of increased confidence, uncertainty due to a lack of understanding, 
a gap in meaning, or a limited construct initiates the process of information seeking". 
Spink (1996) has developed a model of multiple search sessions and Ingwersen and 
Borlund (2000) has built a situational and cognitive model of the search process. 
In order to catch the development of the various information problems of tlle users over 
time it will be necessary to follow the iteration (new searches) and the interaction during 
these searches. These activities will be viewed in relation to the stage of the information 
seeking process. 
Research in information seeking and information retrieval provide results which could be 
used as elements in pursuit of a deeper understanding of information actions and 
information seeking in general. Integrating results from both fields we are able to create a 
more holistic view of the search process and its different stages r:v akkari, 1999, p. 834). 
The theoretical basis of information use is at an early stage, but is improved by a qualitative 
study by White and Wang (1997). It deals with citation behavior, in particular with the 
reasons of academic users for using documents retrieved from bibliographical databases in 
their fmal projects. 
The theoretical model of the present research seeks to balance between the cognitive 
theories, which are highly individual oriented, and the discourse or sociology theories, 
which are highly focused on the domains, institutions, and group structures. 
The social aspects of cognition may show that we not only think as individuals and as 
human beings in general, but also as social beings and products of particular social and 
institutional environments that affect the way we cognitively interact with the world 
(Zerubavel, 1997). The paradigms of cognitive viewpoints and discourse communities are 
conflicting. The application of a cognitive sociology to information seeking is pursued in 
the present research. The process of cognitive socialization lets us be part of a social inter-
subjective world. Becoming social implies learning not only how to act but also how to 
think in a social manner. As we become socialized and learn to see the world through the 
'mental lenses' of particular thought communities, we come to assign objects \vith the same 
meaning that they have for others around us, to both ignore and remember the same 
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objects that they do. Information seeking is an integrated part of the socialization and 
process of learning. The present research among social science and applied natural science 
master students may show how the connection is between the individual information 
seeker and the social or institutional environment. 
Cognition is inherent of naturally, logically, and conventional functions. The theoretical 
balance must be between sociological science about the common social experience and the 
cognitive science about perception, information processing and knowledge structures 
(Cummins and Cummins, 2000) . Cognitive psychology has developed into a more social 
integrated approach (Fiske and Taylor, 2007) to a broader understanding. 
The recent development of the cognitive framework in information science is integrating 
information seeking and retrieval in context. The elements work tasks (real and simulated), 
query types, and information retrieval techniques are incorporated. All kinds of document 
representations may be part of the information space. The human-computer interaction 
and relevance feedback and evaluation are considered. Both individual and social behavior 
are considered for users and their information use. The users' situation is incorporated at 
the information retrieval stage and information use stage (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2005). 
Cognitive science had traditionally focused on information and humans in a rather 
individual approach and without emphasis on the meaning or content of the information. 
Bruner (1990, p. 12-13) argues that it is "man's participation in culture and the realization 
of his mental powers through culture that make it impossible to construct a human 
psychology on the basis of the individual one ( .. . ) To treat the world as an indifferent flow 
of information to be processed by individuals each on his or her own term is to lose sight 
of how individuals are formed and how they function". 
The cognitive viewpoint is severely criticized by the domain-analytical approach. Hj0tland 
(2002, p. 450) argues that the cognitive viewpoint has "neglected the social, cultural and 
historical nature of cognitive processes" and should be "more reflective and meta-oriented 
and demonstrate gaps and uncertainties in knowledge to users". 
Interdisciplinary domains imply a more complex information seeking pattern. According to 
Foster (2004, p. 230) interdisciplinary is defIned in an academic context as topics covered 
by "single researchers where the primary knowledge domain is either clearly focu sed and 
related to one or more other knowledge domains or appears as a composition or hybrid 
subject with no single domain focus". The results of the interdisciplinary information 
seeking are a variety of approaches, flexible, and within changing contexts. The 
information seeking is cumulative, reiterative, holistic, and contextual. The problem solving 
process was mainly non-linear in contrast to a progressing stage model (ibid, p. 235) . The 
nature of the work tasks are biased towards the less clearly defIned work tasks and without 
short term fIxed commercial and production related purposes. 
What is a domain? It is a body of knowledge that identifIes and interprets a class of 
phenomena assumed to share certain properties and to be of a distinct and general type. A 
domain functions as a stable response to a set of recurring and complex problems faced by 
the organism. This response involves difflcult-to-access perceptual, encoding, retrieval, and 
inferential processes dedicated to that solution (Hirschfeld and Gelman, 1994, p. 21). 
Domains partition the world by identifying phenomena belonging to a single general kind. 
Domain competence systematically links recognized kinds to restricted classes of 
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properties. A cognitive domain is a class of phenomena that share among themselves, but 
not with other kinds, a number of relevant properties. The above mentioned authors admit 
that there is 'considerable variation' across domains in how flexible these connections are. 
Types of domains: 
• The core knowledge within a domain is difficult or impossible to reach truth or 
consensus about (for example the humanistic fields of art aesthetics in paintings, 
poetry, and music). 
• Historical development and speed of knowledge growth: The domain is young and 
immature or, otherwise, a well-established domain with authoritative institutions with 
traditions and recognized founders . If the speed of knowledge growth is high, the 
possibility of confusion and lack of comprehensiveness increases. The influence of 
paradigmatic developments and conflicts in science is well-described in Kuhn (1996). 
• The domain is a conglomerate of different fields of knowledge. The multi-disciplinary 
development and approach results in a mixture of interpretations and paradigms. 
Information science is an example of a multi-disciplinary field. 
Even if a domain skill is unevenly distributed within a population, it must be a solution to a 
repeatedly encountered problem. Some domain skills may appear to be closely tied to 
differences in the learning environment, even if the underlying domain competence does 
not depend on environmental conditions. 
Domain operations generally involve focused, constrained, and involuntary perceptual, 
conceptual, or inferential processes (Hirschfeld and Gelman, 1994, p. 22-23). 
The conceptual change which may take place during information seeking is often left 
unexplained. The conceptual change is captured empirically and theoretically in the 
application of the information need, the query formulation/query modification, or user 
relevance assessment. But where does this conceptual change come from? Human 
reasoners go beyond the principles at the core of their initial systems of knowledge. 
Reasoners do this, in part, by constructing mapping across different knowledge domains. 
Because the possibilities of mapping across different knowledge domains are vast, there is 
little reason to expect, a priori, that all adults in all cultures will have commensurable 
conceptions, even in those domains where humans are endowed with systems of 
knowledge whose principles both determine the entities of the domain and support 
reasoning about those entities (Spelke, 1994, abridged, p. 194). 
The 'core knowledge' system is constructed by abstract representations of basic features of 
the world including objects and numerosities (humans and non-humans, infants and adults) 
(Spelke, 2000, p. 1240-1241). The limitations are (1) domain and (2) task specific aspects. 
The core systems for representing (1) objects and (2) approximate numerical magnitudes 
are the building blocks for later numerical and calculation skills. Spelke (2000) argues that 
our prolific tool construction and use depends on the core systems from infants (humans 
and non-human primates) by systems for representing (1) objects and representing (2) 
persons and their goal-directed and intentional actions. The human ability to navigate 
flexibly originates from the (1) core system of representing objects and a (2) core system of 
representing geometry of spatial layout. By combining representations from these systems, 
human children may not only, as other animals do, maintain their sense of orientation in a 
geocentric representation of the permanent environment, but in more flexible ways that 
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allow us to get from place to place "even when our sense of orientation is lost or when we 
ftnd ourselves in novel surroundings. Humans (children and adults) may gain new abilities 
not by creating those abilities out of 'whole cloth' but by bringing together building-block 
representational systems that have existed since infancy" (p. 1241). 
The core system 'geometry of spatial layout' can be extended to virtual spaces, for example 
information architectures applied in navigation structures, concept mapping, and decision 
trees. 
In information science it is very sparse with empirical documentation of the domain 
analytical theory's importance. How much influence has the domain or discourse 
communities in information seeking compared with individual knowledge structures and 
processes? The important question must be answered with a balanced research approach. If 
you only focus in the research model and design on those empirical data which can be 
interpreted to support your predefIned hypotheses (i.e. pure domain factors or pure 
individual cognitive factors), then the conclusions are self-confuming prophecies. 
The cognitive viewpoint in information science has until recently focused mainly on IR 
including artifIcial intelligence, user interface, and automatic relevance mechanisms. The 
development in information use is still at its early stage. 
It is important to investigate the cognitive diversity by members of different thought 
communities. The results of relevance research show a huge variation in the user 
assessments under a wide range of environments and conditions. The diversity of user 
assessments in information seeking must incorporate sociological factors as well as pure 
cognitive factors to better understand the users' reasons, attitudes, and behavior. 
The information seeking takes place in a context which includes an institution or a network 
of institutions with varying degrees of formal rules and norms. 
Institutionalization occurs whenever there is a reciprocal typification of habitualized 
actions by types of actors. There is reciprocity of institutional typifications and the 
typicality of not only the actions but also the actors in the institutions. The typifications of 
habitualized actions that constitute institutions are always shared ones. They are available 
to all members of the particular group in question, and the institution itself typifIes 
individual actors as well as individual actions. The institution posits that actions of type X 
will be performed by actors of type X (Berger and Luckmann, 1966, abridged, p. 72). The 
reciprocal typifIcation is explained shortly: As A and B interact in whatever manner, 
typifIcations will be produced quite quickly. A watches B perform. He attributes motives to 
B's actions and, seeing the actions recur, typifies the motives as recurrent. As B goes on 
performing, A is soon able to say to himself, "Aha, there he goes again". At the same time, 
A may assume that B is doing the same thing with regard to him. From the beginning, both 
A and B assume this reciprocity of typifIcation. In the course of their interaction these 
typifIcations will be expressed in speciftc patterns of conduct. That is, A and B will begin to 
play roles vis-a-vis each other. This will occur even if each continues to perform actions 
different from those of the other. The possibility of taking the other will appear with regard 
to the same actions performed by both (ibid., abridged, p. 74). 
Institutions further imply historicity and control. Reciprocal typifIcations of actions are 
built up in the course of a shared history. They cannot be created instantaneously. 
Institutions always have a history of which they are products. It is impossible to understand 
an institution adequately without an understanding of the historical process in which it was 
produced. Institutions also, by the very fact of their existence, control human conduct by 
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setting up predefined patterns of conduct, which channel it in one direction as against the 
many other directions that would theoretically be possible. It is important to stress that this 
controlling character is inherent in institutionalization as such.-pridr to or apart from any 
mechanisms of sanctions specifically set up to support an institution. These mechanisms 
(the sum of which constitute what is generally called a system of social control) do ( ... ) 
exist in many institutions and in all the agglomerations of institutions that we call societies. 
Their controlling efficacy however, is of a secondary or supplementary kind ( ... ). The 
primary social control is given in the existence of an institution as such (ibid., abridged, p. 
72-73) . 
The scope of institutionalization depends on the generality of the relevance structures. If 
many or most relevance structures in a society are generally shared, the scope of 
institutionalization will be wide. If only few relevance structures are generally shared, the 
scope of institutionalization will be narrow. In the latter case, it is the possibility that 
institutional order will be highly fragmented as certain relevance structures are shared by 
groups within the society but not by the society as a whole (ibid., abridged, p. 97). In an 
educational system the educational and research policy and practice will decide the limits of 
cognitive control upon the faculty and students. In business the information policy and 
practice of the corporation, stakeholders, and the market will decide the limits of cognitive 
control of the employer's information seeking. 
Social norms are similar to cognitive norms; we learn how to focus attention, frame our 
experience, generalize, and reason in a social appropriate manner. When we classify 
objects, we regard only some of the differences among them as significant and ignore 
others as negligible and therefore irrelevant. Which differences are considered significant is 
something we learn, and ignoring those that make no difference (Zerubavel, 1997, 
abridged, p. 13). 
The institutional change of norms in educational systems is towards cognitive diversity and 
a rise of individuality and originality values. The cognitive diversity is in contrast to more 
traditional educational systems with emphasis on reproducing of a shared knowledge 
originating from their predecessors (Zerubavel, 1997, p. 21). 
In information seeking within an educational environment it is therefore important to trace 
the evaluation of meaning and behavior of people. In the present research the focus is on 
the beliefs: How information sources contribute to the actor's work task (measured by 
information sources and relevance criteria). Furthermore, the focus is on the relation 
between the individual actor and the social or organizational environment. If the 
educational system (teachers/researchers) favors a high level of individualism and creativity 
the cognitive consensus within the educational system tends to be cognitive pluralism. If 
the educational system puts a strong emphasis on a core curriculum and reproduction of a 
unified view of the field, then the social and cognitive control is high and the limits are 
tight. 
The integration of the sociological aspects in the process and outcome of information 
seeking is aimed at focusing on the mechanisms of the information seeking process during 
the problem solving stages for the actors. Hedstrom (2005) has developed an analytical 
framework for an explanatory social theory with 'actual mechanisms at work' (p. 3). The 
components of the social theory are as follows with key terms added in italics: 
Mechanism: Real empirical entities and activities that bring about phenomena. 
Social mechanism: Constellation of entities and activities that are orgallized in such a way that 
they regularlY bring about a partictJlar rype of outcome. 
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Explanation of observed social phenomenon: The social mechanism by which such phCllolllena are 
regularlY brought about and this entails a focus on the sodaloutcomes that interacting actors are likelY 
to bring about. 
Explanatory foundation of sociological theories: Action and in/eraction. 
Definition of action: \V'hat individuals do intentionally as distinct from mere behaviors. I act if 
and only if what I do is explainable by my desires, beliefs and opportunities. 
Belie]. Proposition about the world held to be true. 
Desire: \'V'ish or want. 
Beliefs and desires are 'mental states' providing reasons for the action . 
(abridged, p. 6). 
Opportunities: Action alternatives available to the actor that exis t independently of the actor's 
belief about them. The opportunities must be known to the actor and hence influence actions 
via the beliefs of the actor (abridged, p. 38-39). 
Social interactions are at the 'core' of sociological theory because an individual's actions often 
cannot be explained unless they are related to the actions of others . This influence must be 
mediated via the mental states (beliefs or desires) or the action opportunities of the latter actors 
(abridged, p. 66). 
Social outcomes, like other emergent phenomena, are difficult to anticipate because tile 
outcome depends to such a high degree on how tile individual parts are interrelated. Social 
outcomes cannot simply be read off from the properties of the individuals that genera te tllem 
(abridged, p. 75). 
The importance of tlleo retical social analysis: "\V'hetller a set of mechani sms can accolUlt for 
the type of phenomena that we seek to explain. The relationship between the individual and 
tile social is often precarious and easily altered by small changes in the logic of ac tion or the 
structure of interaction. E mpirically observed phenomena are often the joint outcome of many 
different processes operating in tandem. This means that we should always be alert to tile 
possibility that small events external to the process focused upon can result in very different 
outcomes from those the theory predicts in the absence of such events" (p. 100). 
"The model should be able to generate tile social regularities being observed in a way that is 
consistent with what we know about real-world processes and this surely means that the model 
must be actor-based" (p. 111). 
Methodology: "Quantitative research would be more useful for the development of 
explanatory theory if it focused directly on the entities, activities, and relatiolls of the social 
mechanisms assumed to be operative instead of on correlations between different social aggregate/'. 
The most appropriate statistical techniques when testing our theories, and we need to be as 
precise in formulating our tlleories as are the best sociologists in the statistical tradition when 
they specify and diagnose their statistical models (abridged, p. 33). 
Theory development: "Estimate parameters of theoretically grounded models of individual's 
opportunities, melltal states, and actions. By producing statistical evidence on how such entities and 
activities are influenced by various illdividual and contextual factors, including the actio/IS and mental 
states of tllOse Witll whom they illteract, quantitative resea rch could come to have a much more 
direct bearing on the development of explanatory theories of the social ' (p. 113). 
Hedstom (2005) is not allowing qualitative methodologies a significant part in his 
methodology. Unfortunately, Hedstrom is not anticipating the importance for integrated 
theoretical and empirical development of qualitative data in the explorative stages of 
research which is the basis for later development of strong explanatory theories based on 
statistical validation. The complementary status of qualitative and quantitative methodology 
applied in the present research seeks to accommodate each methodology's strengths and 
weaknesses. 
The applied formal analytical and methodological tools in the present cognitive sociology 
research model are based on the following adaption with Hedstrom's key terms in brackets: 
Work task goals (desires): The work task goals are stated for each agent as 
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defined in the problem solving stages. 
Final work (action) : Outcome of the work task. 
Relevance criteria (beliefs) 
Informa tion sources (opportunities) 
2.2 Actor model 
A model of the actor (user) or actor group is developed COnSlStlng of conceptual 
knowledge relating to the work tasks in the domains where the information seeking is 
taking place. The procedural knowledge is the methods of inferences and actions. In this 
research model they are called search methods and navigation for the qualitative part. 
Information seeking in the social sciences has the human as information object in a 
sociological, anthropological, economical, organizational, or political dimension. 
The work tasks in the domains where information seeking is taking place must be analyzed 
to find out how the actors organize their knowledge. The actors within a domain can be 
grouped in different categories according to the actual level of conceptual state of 
knowledge when going to search (Ingwersen and Jiirvelin, 2005). The conceptual levels in 
the information searching can be in a state of a 'compromised need' (Taylor, 1968, p. 182), 
i.e. the question as presented to the information system. The question is recast in 
anticipation of the organization of the particular database content and retrieval tools. The 
information problem can be more or less well defIned (Belkin, Oddy, and Brooks, 1982). 
The conceptual structure may therefore be unstable. 
Hert's (1997, p. 123-124) find that the user's situation may have too many dimensions 
which change too quickly to be accommodated in a model. Building these into systems will 
also require extensive resources. The situated nature of action also implies that the model 
would need to be updated continually over the cour e of an interaction. 
The interactive and dynamic search process can be used to capture information of the 
actor during searching to enhance relevance feedback mechanism (Borlund, 2000). 
2.3 Information objects 
The defInition of the information objects in the organization and in the corporation is 
particularly central to clarify and coordinate a common understanding and application of 
the information objects which are used to create, receive, and exchange the knowledge 
assets in the corporation. The understanding and application of what constitute an 
information object or knowledge object may be different depending on the domain, work 
group, and section of the corporation the employee is situated in, but a shared belief of 
what basic attributes the core business objects have are crucial for a unifIed corporate 
strategy and identity. A close, effIcient, and strategic supply chain management and 
customer relationship management also assumes a shared understanding of the basic 
information objects from a technical and commercial perspective when used in the 
exchange of services and goods. A higher degree of relational closeness and strategic 
importance requires a higher agreement of the basic information objects. 
We assume that the information object depends on conceptualization (cognition) or 
perception (sensory stimulus) of a human being. The information object is perceived as 
true by the actor. The actor can in a corporate context, for example, be an employer, 
employee, customer, supplier, government, or investor. The type of information object can 
consist of tangible, intangible, or a combination of both types. The information object can 
be either: 
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Atomized, i.e. the lowest level of micro cosmos at which the human being or a group of 
human beings at a particular stage of scientific development is able to measure objects with 
identifiable properties. 
Aggregated, i.e. composite information objects. The composition can be of different types 
of information objects or similar types of information objects integrated or linked to each 
other physically, electronically, or purely on an intangible level (conceptual). 
The definition about what constitutes a single data object, a single information object, and 
a knowledge object depends on a particular time frame of scientific development and the 
society'S stage of what the human is able to measure and understand as member of a 
knowledge community. Different domains define their information objects differently 
depending on their theory, methodology, and applications. Inter-disciplinary domains need 
complex models of what constitutes a basic information object. The scalability and 
abstraction levels of the information object are illustrated in a simplified model (figure 1). 
The model start from the atomic level via at nanotechnological level to the level we can 
perceive by direct observation of our eyes. 
The nanotechnology deals with particles from 10-9 to 10-7 m. They may have a random 
arrangement of the constituent atoms or molecules or the individual atomic or molecular 
units may be ordered into a regular, periodic crystaline structure which may not necessarily 
be the same as that which is observed in a much larger system. If crystaline, each 
nanoparticle may be either a single crystal or itself composed of a number of different 
crystaline regions or grains of differing crystallographic orientations giving rise to the 
presence of associated grain boundaries within the nanoparticle. Nanoparticles may be 
quasi-crystaline, the atoms being packed together in an icosahedral arrangement [geometric 
form with 20 equal sides] and showing non-crystaline symmetric characteristic. Such quasi-
crystals are generally only stable at the nanometre, or at the most the micrometre scale. 
(Kelsall, Hamley, and Geoghegan, 2005, p. 2-4). 
Measuring the information object from a financial and knowledge assets perspective is by 
assessing the 'fair value' of the asset and assessing the 'useful life' (International Accounting 
Standards Board, 2004). The useful life is the total period the corporation is expecting to 
gain revenue from the asset whatever sold or leased products. The useful life is assessed in 
each accounting year and depreciation is adjusted according to the current market 
conditions, taxation regulations, and contractual rules of the intangible assets. 
The requirements for a data or information object to be calculated depend on the nature of 
the object, i.e. the ontological type of the object. Pure mental, spiritual, and artistic objects 
cannot meaningfully be computed, while objects which can be assigned an alpha-numerical 
objective value can be quantified by probabilistic methods and vector theoretical methods. 
The computations can be performed on either representations of real physical objects 
themselves or virtual objects, for example a hypothetical chemical compound (Leach and 
Gillet, 2003) or simulation of a mechanical device in a computer-generated model. 
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Figure 1: Scalability of information objects 
macroscopic 
materials (> 10-7 m) 
nanotechnology 
materials (10-9,-7 m) 
living objects 
composit objects 
non-living objects 
The attributes of an information object also encompass the probability of gaining the 
projected revenue of the information objects which constitute the knowledge asset. The 
depreciation rate and period as measured in the asset's useful life determines the total 
revenue which the corporation expects and receives from their knowledge asset. The 
uncertainty criteria must be specified and quantified to the extent that the environment and 
market for the knowledge assets can be researched and monitored. The matrix below (table 
2) outlines four main dimensions at a given time frame and financial quantity of the 
knowledge assets which the corporation is including in its annual intangible and tangible 
assets balance sheet. 
Investment uncertainty (Caballero and Pindyck, 1996) which the knowledge as et has been 
assigned as reflected in the relative quantity of risk abiding capital available and the interest 
rate level for the knowledge asset. 
The concept of a competitive equilibrium in Cabellero and Pindyck (1996, p. 656-657) i 
uncertainty over market demand or average productivity which affects irreversible 
investment through the feedback of industry-wide capacity expansion and new enuy on the 
distribution of prices. If the demand increases, existing corporation will expand or new 
corporations will enter until the market clears. It limits the amount that the price can 
increase under 'good' industry outcome for the individual corporation. Each corporation 
takes price 'as given', but knows that the distribution of future prices is affected by the 
irreversibility of investment industry-wide, which leads it to 'raise the trigger point' for 
investment willingness. Idiosyncratic shocks which affect only an individual corporation to 
not 'induce entry' and should have less impact on the corporation's investment willingness. 
In the authors' theory the aggregate uncertainty increases the trigger point which results in 
a higher required rate of return. The model is validated by using investment and marginal 
profitability of capital at 20 2-digit US manufacturing industries and their 443 4-digit 
subsectors from 1958-1986. 
Additional central factors affecting the uncertainty are market segment and position of the 
knowledge asset(s) in the industry. Assessment of the supply/demand projections will be 
included as well as macroeconomic factors internationally or nationally influencing the 
demand/ supply for the industry. 
The four dimensions of the knowledge asset's dimensions interact with each other (table 
2). The exact interaction pattern is determined by the game of the firms in the industry 
assuming equilibrium. The market power, profitability, and size of a corporation determine 
the interest rate and risk abiding capital which they can invest for in knowledge assets. 
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Knowledge asset format Investment uncertainty 
of knowledge assets 
Market segment position Useful life value 
demand/ supply 
Time 
Table 2: knowledge asset dimensions 
The definition of an information object only includes what is explicit. The information 
object may be tangible, intangible, or a combination thereof. The delivery of the knowledge 
asset may encompass tacit knowledge in a substantial degree which is typical for customer 
and supplier relationship management and craftsmanship. The nature of a killed 
craftsmanship based on experience and application obtained via a master/apprentice 
relationship depends on a combination of tacit pragmatic knowledge and explicit 
contextual knowledge. The craftsman does not always need to explain and document his 
performance for every product or service element he delivers. The 'learning by doing' is 
obtained by a combination of the basic theory of the domain, technology, and mastering 
skill by practical typical work tasks. The 'rules of thumb', 'intuition', and 'boclily movement' 
and 'situated knowledge' is often dominated by tacit knowledge ry on Krogh, !ehijo, and 
Nonaka, 2000). Corporate and society's norms and ethics embedded in the daily work 
practices are often tacit. Norms of a corporation can be explicit in mission statements and 
procedures but even the most explicit elaborate and linguistic precise descriptions of the 
moral and ethical values of a corporation still require tacit interpretation of each employee 
in the day-to-day decisions and actions. 
The assumption of equilibrium in relation to the knowledge asset dimensions can be 
analyzed on different levels and relating to present conditions and future predictions. 
Machlup (1984, p. 251-252) defines the levels consisting of household, the corporation, the 
industry for a group of corporations, the market of supply and demand, the national 
economy, and asset portfolio equilibria (stock) . The assumption of profit maximizing can 
be broadly defmed as "selection of the action with the optimum distribution of potential 
outcomes according to the business' outlook and preferences" (1984, p. 33). 
Transaction economy models do not explain the importance of knowledge assets in 
corporations and all attributes of customer and supplier relationships. Simple transaction 
economy models need to be extended to encompass knowledge assets and corporate 
learning. Nooteboom's (2004, p. 521) research emphasize innovation which cannot 
develop to a full commercial extend if all relations are reduced to contracts. 
Furthermore, comprehensive and representative empirical research is required to test the 
extent of and under what conditions the corporate partnerships are (1) pure contractual or 
(2) pure non-contractual innovation partnerships. Any corporation is required to protect its 
intellectual property (the knowledge assets) to ensure they can gain the expected revenue 
and profit of their investment. The conditions of the two types of relationships (contractual 
and non-contractual) include outsourcing of non-strategic functions of a corporation. 
The information objects can be represented in a record, which in accordance to the 
International Organization for Standardization (2001) about records management is 
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defined as "information created, received, and maintained as evidence and information by 
an organization or person, in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of 
business" (p. 3). The key characteristics of a record are as follows: 
"A record should correctly refl ect what was communicated or decided or what ac tion was 
taken. It should be able to support the needs of the business to which it rela tes and be used for 
accountability purposes". 
As well as the content, tlle record should contain, or be persistently linked to or associated 
with, tlle metadata necessary to document a transaction, as follows: a) The structure of a 
record, that is, its format and the relationships between tlle elements comprising the record, 
should remain intact. b) The business context in which the record was created, received and 
used should be apparent in the record (including the business process of which the transaction 
is part, the date and time of the transaction and the participants in the transaction). c) The links 
between documents, held separately but combining to make up a record, should be present. 
Records management policies, procedures and practices should lead to authoritative records 
which have the characteristics: 
Autllenticity: Can be proven: a) Be what it purports to be. b) Created or sent by the person 
purported to have created or sent it. c) Have been crea ted or sent at the time purported. 
To ensure the authenticity of records, organizations should implement and document policies 
and procedures which control the creation, receipt, transmission, main tenance, and disposition 
of records to ensure that records creators are authorized and identified and that reco rds are 
protected against unautllOrized addition, deletion, alteration, use, and concealment. 
Reliability: Contents can be trusted as a full and accurate representation of tlle transac tions, 
activities or facts to which they attest and can be depended upon in the cour e of subsequent 
transactions or activities. Records should be created at the time of dIe transaction or incident 
to which they relate, o r soon afterwards, by individuals who have direct knowledge o f the fac ts 
or by instruments routinely used witllin the business to conduct the transaction. 
Integri ty: Complete and unaltered. It is necessary that a record be protected against 
unaudlOrized alteration. Records management policies and procedures should specify what 
additions or annotations may be made to a record after it is crea ted, under what circumstances 
additions or annotations may be authorized, and who is authorized to make them. Any 
authorized annotation, addition or deletion to a record should be explicitly indicated and 
traceable. 
Useability: Can be located, retrieved, presented and interpreted. It should be capable of 
subsequent presentation as directly connected to the business activity or transaction that 
produced it. TIle contextual linkages of records should carry the in formation needed for an 
understanding of the transactions that created and used them. It should be possible to identi fy 
a record within the context of broader business activi ties and functions. The links between 
records that docwnent a sequence of activities should be main tained (ibid, abridged, p. 7-8). 
Tague-Sutcliffe (1995) summarizes the measurement of information which encompa ses 
the context, authority, and truthfulness in an algorithm. The information may be 
manipulated or mediated by mechanical or electronic instruments. Tague-Sutcliffe's 
definition is limited to text but can be extended to numerical information for a more 
comprehensive understanding of information. 
A source of messages X informs a receiver Y that P is the case 
if tllere exists a set S of sentences, that is, a message, such that 
X sends to Y in context I 
Y receives and understands the sentences of S 
P is the conglomerate proposition expressed by S in context I 
X is in a position to know that P is the case. 
I is the information provided to a user Y by S in context C if 
there exists a record S such that 
Y reads or otherwise perceives S in a context C 
Y uses his or her conceptualizing capacity to understand S 
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I is the conceptual structure that Y understands by S 
Y views context C, in general, as a source of true sentences 
According to Tague-Sutcliffe (1995, p . 9-12) "information is an intangible that depends on 
d1e conceptualization and the understanding of a human being. Records contain words or 
pictures absolutely, but they contain information only relative to a user. The information is 
what the user understands by reading or otherwise cognitively processing the record. The 
information does not really have a separate existence external to the things that contain it 
or to the reader or listener who perceives it". 
2.4 Search methods 
The search methods include the tactics and navigation applied to the selected information 
sources. The lexical deftnition of tactics is an "action or strategy carefully planned to 
achieve a speciftc end".1 The tactics include the type of search. The search type may be 
verification of a particular document by an author/tide or a subject search. A subject 
search may also be a search for an author representing a subject in which the actor is 
interested. The prevailing mode of navigation will be examined whether browsing or 
systematic searching is preferred. Browsing is deftned as an unstructured way of searching 
similar to the berry picking method proposed by Bates (1989). Sys tematic searching is 
deftned as a conscious tactic, which follows a repeated pattern, procedure, or rule. Looking 
something up in the subject index is an example of systematic searching. 
The coverage of the information space in information seeking may be divided in the focu s 
of a single information system (i.e. a single database or a single library collection), a set of 
information systems (i.e. a database host or a restricted set of information objects limited 
by geography, physical formats, or institution), or the whole information space (the entire 
range of information sources). 
Chang and Rice (1993, p . 258-262) deftne browsing in a broad and interdisciplinary way 
which enhances, perspectives and strengthens the application and validity of the theory. It 
is the process of exposing oneself to a resource space by scanning its content (objects and 
representations) and/or structure, possibly resulting in awareness of unexpected or new 
content or paths in that resource space. Browsing may be planned or unplanned, habitual 
or situational, serving to identify or select, familiarize or learn, assess, and monitor 
resources in an environment. Browsing is influenced or constrained by various factors and 
can have both positive and negative consequences. They propose a general model for 
browsing consisting of four major elements: 
1. Context: Organization, interface, feedback, and economics. 
2. Influences: The user behavior, motivation, cognition, and the resources searched. 
1 'tactic n.' in: Soanes, Catherine (ed.); Stevenson, Angus (ed.) (2006). Concise Oxford E nglish Dictionary 
(ed.) [online]. 11th ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press. WW\,·.()xl()rdtd~.~r,.~I}(:,.~.c()m 
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3. Process: Browsing IS characterized by iterative movement m a scannmg and 
examining activity. 
4. Consequences: Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the analysis of Chang and 
Rice (1993) the outcome may be very broad ranging from producing work results 
of different levels to serendipity. The information seeking process may result in 
reduction or increase of uncertainty, i.e. disorientation or information overload. 
A critical problem remains within the information seeking literature about the inherent 
nature of seeking. Any biological organism, especially the human being, is throughout its 
life purposeful. The division of information seeking goals with or without purpose is 
artificial. Every kind of information seeking or browsing has a purpose. Maybe it is not 
possible for the information seeker to explicit explain what he or she is looking for, but 
people take part in knowledge communities within they continuously select and prioritize 
among the sensory and cognitive information in the world. 
When we evaluate the well, ill-defmed, or muddled information need we have to take into 
consideration the relativism of the conception; especially during the iterative and dynamic 
process of browsing in the whole information space. The dispositions of the information 
seeker in the knowledge communities he or she takes part in influence the interpretation of 
the goal and his or her choice of navigation in the information space. 
2.5 Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
The elusive concept of uncertainty has been approached from a variety of fields. The 
'uncertainty' may be a central or only supportive character for the domain' theory and 
application. Within statistics the concept is of major significance in assessment of 
probability. The probability-approach is applied broadly within economics and decision-
making. For example, the game theory applies the assessment of uncertainty for decision-
making (Biswas, 1997) and for investment purposes (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994). In the 
economics of information, the perspective is on equilibrium where a market is based on 
information symmetries or asymmetries from the supply or demand side. Actors who can 
"evaluate their strategies more symmetrically by observing post-purchase information 
search more intensively" (Einav, 2005, p. 253) by playing an automatic betting game with a 
learning function. The observational regret is seen as a method for improved learning. 
The significant international rise from the middle of the 1990s in risk management 
spanning a broad range of society from the public and private sector is closely coupled to 
the assessment of uncertainty. Power (2007, p. 5) defines the institutional and managerial 
distinction between uncertainty and risk between "events and issues which are expected to 
be trated within management systems as 'risks' and those which are not. Uncertainty is 
therefore transformed into risk when it becomes an object of management, regardless of 
the extend of information about probability". The focus of risk management is dealing 
with different types of risks: Economic, environmental, health, and safety. For example, the 
requirements for public listed companies in the European Union (European Union, 2007) 
and the US (Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in 
Congress, 2002) to provide a risk management assessment for public disclosure on a 
regular basis following the international fmancial accounting standards (IFRS or US 
GAAP. 
From the sociological aspect, which is the most appropriate approach for information 
seeking, Fuchs (1992, abridged, p. 190-192) describes the theory of scientific organizations 
where task uncertainty is defined as the extent to which scientific problems are perceived as 
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complex and unpredictable. Task uncertainty is high when there are no standard and 
agreed-upon ways of dealing with a problem, and it is low when more routine problems 
can be solved by more predictable and generally accepted research techniques. Generally, 
task uncertainty is high whenever complex problems require innovative approaches, and 
when there is not a great deal of agreement over the appropriate ways of solving a 
problem. Conversely, task uncertainty is low whenever routine problems may be solved by 
standard approaches, and when there is not much controversy and di agreement over the 
right ways of doing research. One of the unanswered research questions, caused by lack of 
integration and systematic comparisons of variables, is if Fuchs' argument is right in the 
task uncertainty not primarily following from the intrinsic complexity of particular subject 
matters, but from "patterns of social organization of scientific fields" . Fuchs' hypothesis is 
that task uncertainty follows from heterogeneity and change. The more heterogeneous a 
particular field, the more disagreement exists between the various schools and perspectives, 
and the less it can be claimed that any particular approach is uperior to all the others. Task 
uncertainty is increased by competing schools and approaches debating the right ways of 
doing research. Conversely, a high degree of agreement and uniformity wh n there are 
generally accepted standards for doing research. Task uncertainty is higher in fields with 
high rates of change, no matter whether change occurs as accumulation, specialization, 
fragmentation, or migration. However, it can be argued that task uncertainty is lowe t in 
fields with specialization as the dominant mode of change, for specialization requires only 
the expansion of established research practices into new problem areas, not the innovative 
modification or disintegration of paradigms themselves. In fields with high rates of 
innovation and accumulation, and in fields with fragmented disciplinary approaches, task 
uncertainty will be higher than in fields which sub-specialize on particular tasks while 
maintaining their overall paradigmatic integrity (Fuchs, 1992, abridged, p. 190). Fuchs 
describes the ways research is organized and findings are communicated as 
'bureaucratisation of control'. There is 'interaction effect' between task uncertainty and 
coordination problems. The assumption is that research efforts will be coordinated 
bureaucratically only if task uncertainty is low. Standard methodologies, routine 
assessments of results, and regular research practices will coordinate activities only if the 
tasks involved are not too uncertain. These groups have a high 'group consciousness', a 
strong confidence in the value of 'scientific' doing and evaluating research. Such fields are 
perceived as very 'mature' for they produce 'scientific' and 'objective' knowledge. 
Conversely, under conditions of high task uncertainty, coordination problems will be 
solved more by informal adjustments and ad hoc mutual consolations. High task 
uncertainty implies that there are no rigid standards for doing proper research, that what 
counts as 'good science' is ambiguous and controversial, and that there are only a few 
routine solutions to problems. High task uncertainty is found in the innovative core areas 
in a field where science is 'science-in-the-making' rather than ready-made science. High 
task uncertainty is also found in fragmented fields with low overall disciplinary integration, 
for various approaches and schools compete over the right ways of doing research. Under 
these conditions scientific research activities will not be coordinated bureaucratically, but 
informally, i.e. contextual and situational negotiations (Fuchs, 1992, abridged, p. 191 -192). 
The bureaucracy is present in every kind of professional organization and educational 
institution. The present research measure the bureaucratic impact indirectly through the 
control of the output by the problem-solvers, i.e. the participants' ability to pass the 
required work task. 
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Cognitive psychology approaches the uncertainty from a mainly individual perception. 
Hogarth (1987) has treated the concept from a judgment and decision making perspective. 
An organizational perspective is provided by Brunsson (2007) . One of the heuristic biases 
judges during information seeking and evaluation is predicting simply by matching 
prediction to impression. They fail to take the uncertainty of the evidence into account. 
The management of uncertainty for decision-making in organizations is viewed multi-
dimensionally by Choo (2005, p. 247-248). "The ability of individuals in organizations to 
behave rationally is limited by their cognitive capacities, information constraints, and 
differences between personal values and organizational goals". "Decision makers satis fice 
rather than maximize. They follow rules and routines that simplify the decision-making 
process by reducing the need for search, problem solving, or choice. All decisions are 
about fmding and choosing cources of action in order to attain goals. The difficul ty of 
making a decision then depends on how clear the goals (goal uncertainty) arc and how well 
we know about methods (procedual uncertainty) that can achieve the desired goals". The 
analytical models used may in principle be one or a combination of the following type : (1) 
Rational model where "goals and available alternatives are clear, the organization reduces 
the uncertainty of decision making by specifying decision premises, rules, and routines" or 
(2) process model where the decision-makers "identifies the phases and activitie that form 
the structure of many strategic decision processes. The quality of a deci ion process 
depends on the way a decision is framed and the way alternatives are developed", or the (3) 
political model where "organizations respond to goal conflict in two generic ways. They 
behave as coalitions and they pursue procedural rationality". 
Kuhlthau (1993, 2004) proposed an uncertainty principle as a basis for interaction into the 
process of learning from information enabling actor to move from uncertainty to 
understanding as stated in section 2. 
Wilson (1999) developed a conceptual model of reducing uncertainty in information 
seeking. The information seeking process is seen as a dynamic development to reduce 
uncertainty through four stages until the problem is solved: 
1. Problem Recognition: Kind of problem. 
2. Problem Definition: Nature of the problem. 
3. Problem Resolution: Finding an answer to the problem. 
4. Solution Statement: Answer to problem or how to deal with the problem. 
If uncertainty fails to be resolved at anyone stage, it may result in a feedback loop to a 
previous stage for further resolution. The problem-solving process is seen as an iterative 
development. 
Wilson et al. (2002) have implemented the concept of uncertainty with a mainly 
quantitative methodology. The information seekers (198 UK and US researchers) "can 
express the degree of uncertainty they have regarding the stages of the problem-solving 
process in which they are involved, and in relation to their assessment of the likelihood of 
information being available". There were significant differences in the relationship of 
uncertainty level and problem stage of information seeker and his knowledge of the 
domain investigated. When the information seeker "proceeds through the stages he will 
engage in specific information seeking acts to reduce uncertainty". The greater the 
knowledge of the domain, the less likely he is to express uncertainty, especially about 
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"problem identification". There was no difference in the uncertainty level related to sex, 
age, or discipline (p. 712-713). 
The norms of problem definition and resolution are a relation between the individual 
problem-solver and his social and organizational environment. The information seeking is 
not carried out in an empty space without influence from knowledge communities and the 
economical and physical constraints. The borders defined by the knowledge communities 
of what is an acceptable problem defmition and the rules and norms of how to solve the 
problem is important to evaluate. 
The probability of success or failure is fundamental in the problem-solving process. The 
information seeker evaluates the alternatives and tries under ideal assumptions to select the 
best or most optimal solution to the problem. The consequences of success or failure 
determine the level of risks (and uncertainty) the information seeker is ready to deal with. 
2.6 Division of labor and work task 
The work task from which the information problem is derived is dependent on the present 
state of the socio-economic development in the state wherein the people solving their work 
tasks takes place. The organization and methods to deal with the work task depends on the 
present division of labor in the generic levels encompassing the global, inter-state, single 
state, and community sphere. The different generic levels may interact dynamically with 
each other in a diversity of ways. The relations may be mutual on an equal or unequal basis 
depending on the power relations between the participant of the work tasks. The relations 
may vary in their closeness ranging from formalized contract-based agreements to informal 
loose networks without direct consequences and responsibilities for the involved people. 
The division of labor may occur on an impersonal abstract level between independent 
organizations, i.e. profit- and non-profit institutions. Alternatively, the division of labor 
may occur on a personal manner in team works, employer-employee, cu tomer-company 
relationships, or subcontractor-contractor relationships (figure 3). 
ivision of labour and knowledge 
Figure 3: Division oflabor 
The division of labor has been systematically treated by Smith (1776) and is caused by "the 
very slow and gradual consequence of a certain propensity in human nature which has in 
view no such extensive utility; the propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for 
another" (p. 25). 
The division of labor is limited by the extent of the market (p. 31-36). A country's wealth 
and its demographic characteristics must be considered when evaluating the division of 
labor. Since the last quarter of the 1700s the internationalization and industrialization has 
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revolutionized the extent and structure of the market. Vast improvements in infrastructure, 
communication, and transport both physically and electronically ease and remove borders 
between markets which previously hindered exchange of labor, goods, capital, and 
knowledge. 
The capitalist nature of production was later developed by Marx (1887) . The qualitative and 
quantitative difference of levels between the organizational and state level regarding the 
division of labor is analyzed by Marx. He differ from Smith in the understanding of the 
capitalistic character of production. T he concept of equilibrium which was the ideal for 
Smith from a liberalism point of view and a constant dialectical matter for Marx. 
The reorganizing of ftrms continues over time and at an exponential speed with the 
following central features: 
• Increased role for team work and job rotation. 
• Reduction in number of management levels. 
• Continuous learning and development of complementary skills. 
• Decentralization of responsibility within ftrms. 
• Direct participation of employees in decision making on multiple fronts. 
The restructuring process is widespread across countries, sectors (services and 
manufacturing), and firms within sectors (Gallie et al., 1998). The features have learning 
multiple tasks, blurring of occupational barriers, and the use of experience gained at one 
task to enhance performance at another task in common (Lindbeck and nower, 2000, p. 
354-355). 
The interrelated forces of the reorganization process are summed up (Lindbeck and 
Snower (p. 355-357): 
(1) "Introduction of computerized information and communications systems, which have 
provided employees with greater access to information about other employee'S work within the 
organization and also made it easier to communicate with other. The new information 
technology has also given individual employees better information about customers, permitting 
them to respond better and more rapidly to changing customer needs. Not only have these 
advances facilitated the decentralization of decision making within firms; both within their own 
teams and in other parts of the organizations. Team work and job rotation, hence multitasking, 
has become important ways of meeting these new demands. Supervision and management 
control of workers continue to be important, though there is a tendency for such supervision 
(and the related punishment and rewards) to be less detailed, less tied to specific activities 
pursued by individual workers, and instead more closely associated with post facto 
performance" (2) "Introduction of flexible machine tools and programmable equipment, which 
has made the capital stock more versatile, that is capable of performing a wider spectrum of 
tasks. As a result, the workers cooperating with this capital stock are required to become more 
versatile as well. In the manufacturing sectors, this development has often reduced returns to 
scale, lowered setup and retooling costs, permitted shorter production cycles, and resulted in 
faster deliveries. This in turn, has enabled firms to give customers more individualized 
treatment. Moreover, greater interaction with customers often implies that employees need to 
exercise social, interactive skills in addition to fulftlling their formal occupational 
requirements". 
(3) "Steady growth of human capital per worker, generated by education systems, vocational 
training programs, and on-the-job training. This growth has taken the form not only of 'capital 
deepening', in the sense that individual workers have improved their performance of particular 
skills; it has also involved substantial 'capital widening', that is, increased ability to acquire a 
variety of skills. This development, and especially the widening of human capital, is permitting 
firms to reorganize and integrate tasks along the new organizational lines". 
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(4) "Many workers have come to prefer jobs that permit the exercise of diverse skills. ( .. . ) 
Resent the monotonous, fragmented jobs of traditional organizations and to prefer more 
varied, multifaceted work". 
The occupational barriers are breaking down and the theory, structure, and methods of 
domains are more interdisciplinary. "The traditional organizations required employees to have 
highly specialized skills, appropriate for standardized production processes (. .. ) Workers are 
often given responsibilities spanning more than one o f the traditional occupational groupings. 
Greater emphasis is now placed on continuous learning and skill development, all-round 
knowledge, the potential to acquire multiple skills, and the abili ty to learn how the experience 
gained from one skill enhances another skill . The new forms o f wo rk organization are 
commonly designed to facilitate such 'mul ti task learning' in order to exploit complementari ties 
among tasks". 
"The blurring of occupational barriers and the rise of multitask learning is closely associated 
with the decentralization of authori ty within firm s. The traditional pyramidal structures in 
service and manufacturing organizations, in particular large ones, implied that authori ty flowed 
from senior executives, down through layers of middle management, to the workers in the 
various functional departments. This stnlCture is increasingly giving way to fl atter organiza tions 
in which customer-oriented teams are often given greater authori ty. D ecision making has been 
moved closer to the people who have the relevant information, much of which is tacit 
knowledge among front-line workers. The decentralization of decision ma.king often also takes 
the form of consultation or delegation, or both. ( . .. ) D ecentraliza tion of decision making often 
means that employees perform a wider variety of tasks within their firms than heretofo re. For 
instance, employees often share tasks within tasks or combine a core job with other tasks, even 
sometimes including some managerial or consultative functions". 
Therefore, one of knowledge management's key purposes is knowledge sharing. Build.ing 
an organizational map of who knows what and the knowledge holder's variou relation 
within and outside the organization. 
The decentralization of decision making and learning across tasks 1S enhanced by the 
following three management tools: 
Total Quality Management (TQM): 
"Total quali ty management approach of an organization, centered on quali ty, based on the 
participation of all its members and aiming at long-term success through customer satisfac tion, 
and benefits to all members of the organization and to society". The expression 'AU its 
members' designates personnel in aU departments and at all levels of the organizational 
structure. The strong and persistent leadership of top management and the educa tion and 
training of all members of the organization are essential for the success of this approach. In 
total quality management, the concept of quality relates to the achievement of all managerial 
objectives. The concept 'benefits to society' implies, as needed, fulfillment of the requirements 
of society (International Organization for Standardization, 1994). 
Just In Time Manufacturing OIT): 
"Philosophy of manufacturing based on planned elimination o f all waste and continuous 
improvement of productivi ty. It encompasses the successful execution of all manufacturing 
activities required to produce a final product from design engineering to delivery and including 
all states of conversion from raw material onward . The primary elements of Just-in-Time are to 
have only the required inventory needed; to improve quality to zero defects; to reduce lead 
times by reducing setup times, queue lengths, and lot sizes; to incrementally revise the 
operations themselves; and to accomplish these things at minimum cost. In the broad sense, it 
applies to all forms of manufacturing - job shop, process, and repetitive - and to many service 
industries as well" (Association of Operations Management, 2008). 
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Lean production: 
"Philosophy of production that emphasizes the fTUlUfruzation of the amount of aU the 
resources (including time) used in the various activities of the enterprise. It involves identifying 
and elimination non-value-adding activities in design, production, supply chain managemen t, 
and dealing with the customers. Lean producers employ teams of multiskilled workers at all 
levels of the organization and use h.ighly flexible, increa ingly automated machines to produce 
volumes in potentially enormous variety" (Association of Operations Management, 2008). 
These management tools do not necessarily enhance creativity and explorative information 
problem solving since they are focused on efficiency and effectiveness. xplorative 
oriented problem solving may lead to more or less fruitful results and long time loss or 
benefit for the organization depending of the success of the problem olving. 
"Customer-oriented teams encourages the exploitation of complementarities among tasks, 
the sharing of tasks within teams, and the bringing of the decision-making power do er to 
the people who have the relevant information" ((Lindbeck and Snower, 2000, p. 357). The 
authors base their framework on a comparison between the benefits and limitations of two 
types of learning: 
• Intratask: Learning by doing. The more time a worker spends at a particular task, 
the more skillful he becomes at performing that task and thus the greater becomes 
his productivity from this activity. 
• Intertask: Arises when a worker can use the information and skills acquired at ne 
task to improve his performance at other tasks. Takes place through job rotation 
within and between teams of workers in production, management, marketing, and 
other units. 
The organic or holistic oriented organizations with a rather flat structure and focus on 
decentralized decision-making, support of knowledge generation on all level, and inter-
task learning is in a dialectical relationship with the mechanical or machine bureaucratic 
oriented organizations (Taylor, 1911) with a rather hierarchical structure and focu s on 
command-based decision making and task-specialization of workers. 
The division of labor on a global level caused by international trade and resulting In 
increased wage dispersion (Lindbeck and Snower, 2000, p. 373): 
(1) "enabled an increasing number of firms in the advanced industrialized countries to sh.ift to 
products and production processes requiring holistic organization while they contract out the 
routine, assembly line work to other countries". (2) "Increased wage dispersion is a result of 
technological change, education, and training". (3) "specifies how changes in production and 
information technologies and how education and tra.ining may be expected to affect the 
dispersion of wages and employment opportunities in the context of the reorganization of 
work". (4) "Within particular education, occupation, and job tenure groups are likely to vary 
considerable in tenns of their social competence, judgment, and ability to perform multiple 
tasks. Thus in countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom, where real wages 
often respond flexible to changes in labor demands and supplies, the move from a Tayloristic 
organization of work to a holistic one may lead to widening wage dispersion of wages within 
these groups. By contrast, in several European countries where real wages are more rigid, the 
reorganization of firms may give rise to a widening dispersion of employment opportunities 
among these groups, for a given distribution of abilities". 
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The understanding of work tasks in an organizational context needs to incorporate the 
operational and strategic management view (Slack, Chambers, and Johnston, 2007) if the 
knowledge management models are reflecting the economic and behavioral pragmatic 
reality in profit-based and non-profit based organizations. The cognitive sociology model 
of information seeking is a subset of the knowledge management models. 
Within the information science view the concept of work task is seen to contain at least 
one "information seeking task as sub tasks and that each information seeking task contains 
one or more information search tasks" (Bystrom and Hansen, 2005, p. 1058). All 
information source types may be part of the information search task. The authors stress a 
perspective of both work context and situation of which the task is one component. 
Cognitive sociology for information seeking can be incorporated as one a pect of a broader 
framework in cognitive task analysis (Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman, 2006, p. 245-257). 
This approach focuses on individuals and team's work task strategies (goals) in real world 
contexts to understand the reasoning and decision-making. 
The definition of a cognitive task analysis according to the authors are "activitie of 
perceiving and attending that underlie performance of tasks, the cognitive skills and 
strategies needed to respond adeptly to complex situations, and the purposes, goals, and 
motivations for cognitive work". The tasks are "outcomes people are tty ing to achieve". 
The analysis is "procedures for systematic, scientific examination to support description 
and understanding". The analysis can also be used in systems development to identi fy key 
cognitive drivers in many application types (Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman, p. 3-4, 2006). 
The cognitive task analysis approach is lacking a thorough organizational embedded ness. 
This aspect is only covered by more loosely coupled general factors as 'situational' and 
'work place practice and design'. Cognitive sociology is intended to solve this deficiency. 
The applications of the systematic framework in cognitive task analysis within an 
organizational understanding are diverse and can be mission critical for the organizations in 
which the work task is being solved. For example, the areas covered can be: 
Information system development: A comprehensive understanding of the actors' decision-
making and strategies to optimize the utilization of the tools and the content of the 
information systems. The purposes are to facilitate both subject matter experts (extracting 
tacit knowledge) and novices. The usability approach is a subfield of cognitive task analy is 
applying the cognitive engineering theories (Rasmussen, Pejtersen, and Goodstein, 1994). 
Training: Particularly on-the-job training can improve instructional practice by having the 
trainee taking an active role in the process "even directing the process by probing the 
subject matter expert". The cognitive task analysis can help "subject matter experts 
articulate the subtle aspects of their expertice in on-the-job settings and having the trainees 
learn to ask better questions" (Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman, 2006, p. 253). 
Organizational design: Team-based cognitive task analysis can improve understanding of 
how organizations assign tasks to improve coordination. 
Market research: Cognitive task analysis focus on what consumers' know, how they think, 
and their developed strategies for buying and using products. The analysis provides the 
reasoning for purchasing a particular product, brand, and its features. Furthermore, the 
product developers and the sales employees may use the corporation's products or services 
in other ways than anticipated (Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman, 2006, p. 228). For example, 
in information seeking we can measure and analyze the problem recognition, formulation, 
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and problem resolution by search tactics, navigation, and search results when a consumer 
needs to purchase a new cell phone on the market. This work task may encompass 
previous own experience, virtual inspection of product offerings from online inventories, 
physical inspection, personal recommendations, public advertisements, and independent 
consumer guides. 
2. 7 Usefulness 
The criteria of relevance or usefulness have showed a very diverse interpretation in the 
theoretical and empirical based research. The selection of relevance as the overall and core 
concept of evaluation measure in IR has reached consensus although intensively discussed, 
throughout the field of information science, see i.e. Su, 1993; Mizzaro, 1997; Saracevic, 
2007a, b). The qualitative derived analysis of relevance criteria is carried out in four recent 
major researches: Schamber, 1991; Park, 1993; Barry, 1994; White and Wang, 1997. 
The criteria of usefulness applied by information seekers in the present study during the 
search sessions and in the selection of references in their final work product are based on 
the utterances of the participants in their own natural language. In the process of probing 
the reasons for selection or rejecting the information sources, the basic check list of 
usefulness criteria is suggested. The selected criteria are chosen on the background of 
earlier research and an emphasis on classification principles consi ting of disjunctive classes 
and exclusivity. The complexity and dynamic character of the relevance assessment process 
means that the core criteria may be interpreted as an idealized and simplified classification 
of relevance criteria. The relation of the core relevance criteria in the present research with 
the relevance criteria in the research of Schamber, Park, Barry, and White and Wang are 
described and illustrated below. 
The criteria by Schamber are generally divided into information, source, and presentation. 
Some of the relevance criteria are especially applied for multimedia causing difficulties 
when comparing with other relevance research. The present research criteria for subject are 
similar to her 'specificity'. The present study's criteria for treatment/orientation are similar 
to her 'accuracy', 'reliability', 'verifiability', and 'clarity'. The present research criteria for 
currency are similar to her. 
The criteria by Park are generally divided into internal experience context, external search 
context, and problem content context. The present study's criteria for subject are similar to 
her 'domain', 'definitions', 'background', and 'off the target' . The present study'S criteria for 
treatment/ orientation are similar to her 'methodology', 'analogy' and 'framework'. The 
present research's criteria for currency are similar to her 'new information' and 'old 
(repetitive) information'. The present research's criteria for authority are similar to her 
'institutional affiliation' and 'journal main focus, status, and method'. 
The criteria by Barry are generally divided into 'information content of document', 'user's 
previous experience and background', 'user's beliefs and preference', 'other information 
and sources within the information environment', 'sources of documents', and 'user's 
situation'. The present research criteria for subject are similar to her. The present research's 
criteria for treatment/orientation is similar to her 'depth/ scope', 'objective' and 'subjective' 
'accuracy /validity', 'tangibility', 'effectiveness', and 'clarity'. The present research's criteria 
for currency are similar to her. The present research's criteria for authority are similar to 
her 'external verification', 'source quality', and 'source reputation/visibility'. The present 
research's communication is similar to her 'ability to understand'. 
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White and Wang's criteria ongmate from two studies about relevance assessment during 
database searching and citation behavior. 
The present research's criteria for subject are similar to theirs. T he present research's 
criteria for treatment/orientation are similar to their 'orientation', 'depth', and 'audience'. 
The present research's criteria for currency are similar to their 'recency' for the user's 
subject and 'novelty' if the document is seen or known. The present research's criteria for 
authority are similar to their 'authority', 'prolific author', 'publicity', 'reputation', and 
'standard reference'. The present research's communication is similar to their 'cognitive 
requisite'. 
For some of the relevance criteria in the present research there are no direct connection to 
relevance criteria in the previous studies. The reason for this is, as stated above, the 
emphasis on classification principles of exhaustive and disjunctive classes. Furthermore, the 
purpose is a logic of dichotomies in the grouping of relevance criteria for subject, 
treatment/ orientation, currency, and communication. The methodology is not applied in 
the previous studies in coding of the respondents' utterances which results in incoherent 
and overlapping relevance criteria. The lack of a prioritized set of most important criteria 
due to a 'naturalistic' or 'grounded' research methodology increase the problem of 
comparison and generalization, especially in the studies of Schamber, Park, and Barry. 
The groups of relevance criteria dealing with subject and treatment/orientation may result 
in rejecting or accepting information sources depending on the information seeking 
context, the work task, user background and the information sources itself. 
The group of relevance criteria labeled currency may be interpreted as the actor's 
understanding of what is new, redundant, or outdated knowledge. The term 'redundant' 
encompasses either information sources seen before or information sources which might 
be judged redundant, although not evaluated in its full content because of close irnilarity 
with other information sources within a search session. The search tactic may re ult in 
rejection of information sources because the cost of evaluating the whole set of 
information sources is estimated to be above the threshold of the estimated benefit by 
evaluating the entire set of information sources. The not evaluated set of information 
sources might therefore be coded 'redundant'. 
Below is illustrated the alignment of the key empirical relevance research displayed for each 
previous research finding with the core relevance criteria applied in the present research 
(figure 4). 
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Core relevance criteria 
subject 
general 
specific 
central 
tangential 
treatment/ orientation 
theoretical / abstract 
practical/ factual 
discussing/ analysing 
descriptive/ ~s ting 
currency 
new knowledge 
redundant knowledge 
outdated knowledge 
authority 
central person 
central institution 
communication 
difficult comprehensible 
easy comprehensible 
geography 
I population 
Schamber 
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Core relevance criteria 
subject 
general 
speci fic 
central 
tangential 
treatment/ orientation 
theoretical/ abstract 
p ractical/ factual 
discussing/ analysing 
descriptive/ listing 
currency 
new knowledge 
redundant knowledge 
outdated knowledge 
authority 
central person 
central insti tution 
communication 
difficult comprehensible 
easy comprehensible 
I geography 
I population 
Park 
problem content context 
accessibili ty of content 
experience and education 
attitude/viewpoints 
research phase 
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Core relevance criteria 
subject 
general 
specific 
central 
tangential 
treatment/ orientation 
theoretical/abstract 
practical! factual 
discussing/ analysing 
descriptive/listing 
currency 
new knowledge 
redundant knowledge 
outdated knowledge 
authority 
central person 
central insti tution 
communication 
difficult comprehensible 
easy comprehensible 
I geography 
I population 
Barry 
inrormation content 
objective accuracy/validity 
~==------------i subjective accu racy/validity 
content novelty/ recency 
consensus within the field 
external verification 
availability within the environment 
source quality/reputation/visibility 
extern relationship with .uth r 
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Core relevance criteria 
subject 
general 
specific 
central 
tangen tial 
trea tment/ orientation 
theoretical/ abstract 
practical/ factual 
discussing/ analysing 
descriptive/listing 
currency 
new knowledge 
redundant knowledge 
outdated knowledge 
authority 
central person 
central institution 
communication 
difficult comprehensible 
easy comprehensible 
I geography 
I population 
White and Wang 
topic 
r-----------J discipline 
recency 
novelty 
orientation 
time 
I ef~ rt 
I special req uisite 
Figure 4: Core relevance criteria's relation to previous relevance resea rch 
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3. Research model 
The research model investigates the social mechanism relating to the beliefs about how 
information sources contribute to the actor's work task (information sources and relevance 
criteria). Especially the relation between the individual actor and the social and 
organizational environment is in focus. A hypothesis is that the problem resolution 
proceeds in stages by reducing uncertainty or increasing value at each tag until a 
resolution of the problem is reached (Wilson, 1999). 
The research model seeks to fill the gap of integrating empirical and theoretical knowledge 
about information seeking, in particular the lack of social and organizational impact upon 
problem solving in information science. 
The value and uncertainty concept, as described in section 2.5, is integrated in the model a 
a core evaluation measure of the four problem-solving stages. 
The research model is based on social theory assumptions about social mechani m defmed 
by Hedstrom (2005). The social mechanism is considered to be compatible with the critical 
and generic approach from cognitive sociology by Zerubavel (1997) and Berger and 
Luckmann (1966) . The advantage of Hedstrom (2005) is the clear analysis f s ci I gy and 
the systematic and logic integration of theory with its empirical base. Furthermo.re, the 
formal framework to measure and analyze social interaction is a central part f th theory. 
The key definitions from Hedstrom (2005, p. 145-146) with reference to the element f 
the present research model added in italics: 
Social theory assumptions 
Explanations of social phenomena focus on the social mechanism (problem stage developmCl7t 
relevance criteria) that brought them about. A social mechanism i a con tellati n f ntiti 
and activities that is organized in such a way that it regularly brings about a particular type 
of outcome (resolution 0/ work task). A mechanism-based explanation o f an b erved 
outcome refers to the social mechanism by which such outcomes are regularly br ught 
about. These mechanisms are always about actors (info17nalion seekers) and the cau e and 
consequences of their actions (selecting and use information sources to solve the lvork task) becau e 
actors are the entities that bring about change in society. 
Desires (tvork task goals) and beliefs (relevance criteria) cau e an action (selecting and use 
information sources to solve the work task) by providing reason for the action (selecting and use 
information sources to solve the work task) desires (work task goals) and beliefs (relevance criteria) 
have a motivational force that allow for understanding and explaining an action. The cau e 
of an action is a constellation of desires, beliefs and opportunitie (availabilz!J oj illjormatioll 
sources) in which the action appears reasonable (ry J)'stematic empirical validation using mixed 
methodology) . 
The research model is below for the qualitative and quantitative part (figure 5). 
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Qualitative part (theory explorative, case-based, m icro-level) 
Entities 
Actors (information seekers) 
Work task (by actors) 
Desires (problem solving stage 1-2) 
Problem solving stages: 
1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem Social mechanism 
2. Problem definition: Nature of problem Beliefs: How 
3. Problem resolution: Finding answer to problem information sources 
4. Solution statement: Answer to problem or how to deal with the Actions contribute to the 
problem. Actors' select actor's work task 
and use (in forma tion 
Oppornmities (information sources) information source , relevance 
1. Curriculum. sources to criteria) . Relation 
2. Proposed by advisors. solve work between individual 
3. Literature citations. task actor and ocialor 
4. Homepages found by the participant on the internet. 
-+ -+ 
organizati nal 
5. Public databases: Bibliographic full text numeric directories or environment. 
clictionaries. -+- source 3. ' , , , 
6. Personal information sources in the organizations of the actor's Problem resolu tion 
work task. pro eed in stage 
7. Written information sources in the organizations of the actor's by r ducing 
work task. uncertainty r 
increa ing value at 
Variables ach st, ge until a 
Coverage of the existing knowledge in actor's work task. re olu ti n f the 
pr blem i rea hed. 
Search method: 
1. Previously known (information source 3) 
2. Systematic by author or subject (information source 4-5). 
3. Browsing by author or subject (information source 4-5). 
4. Organizational contact method (information source 6-7) . 
Usefulness (information sources) 
1. Not useful 
2. Slightly useful 
3. Middle useful 
4. Quite useful 
5. Totally useful 
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Quantitative part (theory validadation, generic, micro-macro link, survey) 
Entities 
Actors (information seekers) 
Work task (by actors) 
Desires (problem solving stage 1-2) 
Problem solving stages: 
1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
2. Problem definition: Natme of problem 
3. Problem resolution: Finding answer to problem Social mechani m 
4. Solution statement: Answer to problem or how to deal with the Beliefs: How 
problem. Actions information source 
Actors' select contribute to the 
Opportwuties (information somces): and use actor's work task 
1. Curriculum. information (information source, 
2. Proposed by advisors. sources to relevan e criteria) . 
3. Literature citations. solve the work Relati n between 
4. Homepages found by the participan t on the internet. ta sk individual actor and 
5. Public databases: Bibliographic, full text, numeric, directories, or so ial or 
dictionaries. + somce 3. f-+ -. organizati n31 
6. Personal information sources in the organizations of the actor's environment. 
work task. 
7. Written information somces in the investigated organizations. Problem resolution 
proceeds in stages by 
Variables reducing uncertain ty 
Usefulness (information sources) or increasing v lue at 
1. ot useful each stage until a 
2. Slightly useful re olu tion of th 
3. Middle useful problem i reached. 
4. Quite useful 
5. Totally useful 
Increased value of work task (problem solving stage 4) 
Reduced uncertainty of work task (problem solving stage 4) 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Unsm e 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
Figure 5: Research model 
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The implementation of the research model's metrjcs for the qualitative and quantitative 
part is displayed below (table 6). 
Social mechanisms 
Beliefs: How 
information sources 
contribute to the 
actor's work task 
Relation between the 
individual actor and 
social or 
organizational 
environment 
Problem resolution 
proceeds in stages by 
reducing uncertainty 
or increasing value at 
each stage until a 
resolution of the 
problem is reached 
Metric name 
Information sources: 
1. Curriculum (reading lists from present or previous course 
work) 
2. Information proposed by advisors (supervisors, students) 
3. Literature citations (re ferences in books, journals, or 
homepages) 
4. Homepage (webpages but not general search engine or 
gateway) 
5. Public database (text documents, images, statistics: not 
general search engine or only in-house database) 
6. Printed directory or dictionary 
7. Organizations investigated (interviews, discussions, 
observations, correspondence) 
Core relevance criteria 
Search tactics : 
1.1 Systemic, author 
1.2 Systemic, subject 
2.1 Browsing, autllor 
2.2 Browsing, subject 
Information sources: 
1. Curriculum (reading lists from present or previous course 
work) 
2. Information proposed by advisors (supervisors, students) 
7. Organizations investigated (interviews, discussion , 
observations, correspondence) 
Relevance criteria: Authority 
Problem solving stages: 
1. problem recognition 
2. Problem definition 
3. Problem resolution 
4. Solution statement 
The development between the pairs of stages result in 5 
different combinations: 
1. 1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
2. Problem definition: Na ture of tile problem 
Occurred: 
1. Separately? 
2. Sequentially? 
3. Overlapping? 
4. Iteratively? 
2. 2. Problem definition: Nature of the problem 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the 
problem 
Occurred: 
1. Separately? 
2. Sequentially? 
3. Overlapping? 
Scale 
Usefulness: 
1. No t useful 
2. Slightly use ful 
3. Middle useful 
4. Quite useful 
5. Totally use fu l 
1. Strongly agree 
2. gree 
3. Un ure 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly 
disagree 
Part 
Q ualitative 
Quantitative 
Qualitative 
uantitative 
Q ualitative 
uan ti ta ti ve 
uantitative 
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4. Iteratively? 
3. 3. Problem resolution: Finding an an wer to the 
problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or 
how to deal with it. 
Occurred: 
1. Separa tely? 
2. Sequentially? 
3. Overlapping? 
4. Iteratively? 
4. 1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or 
how to deal with it. 
Occurred: 
1. Separately? 
2. Sequentially? 
3. Overlapping? 
4. Iteratively? 
5. 2. Problem defmi tion: ature of the problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or 
how to deal with it. 
Occurred: 
1. Separa tely? 
2. Sequen tially? 
3. Overlapping? 
4. Iteratively? 
Hypotheses: 
1. High distance in problem solving stage pairs (difference 
~ 2) results on average in a IUgh probabili ty of problem 
solving stage pairs occurring 'separately' (high mean). 
2. High means of all problem solving stage pairs that 
occurred 'sequentially' result on average in a constantly 
progressing resolution of the work task without significant 
barriers, "anomalous state of knowledge" (Belkin, O ddy; 
and Brooks, 1982) or redefinition of the basic work task 
problem. 
3. The dynamic development to reduce uncertain ty or 
increase value through tlle 4 stages until the problem is 
solved: If uncertainty fails to be resolved at anyone stage, it 
may result in a feedback loop to a previous stage for fur ther 
resolution. The problem-solving process is seen as an 
iterative development. If the stage development is IUghly 
dynamic we expect IUgh average values of 'overlapping' and 
'iterative' problem solving stage types. 
uncertainty stage =1 -+ uncertainty level = X 
uncertainty stage =2 -+ uncertainty level = X - factor p 
uncertainty stage =3 -+ uncertainty level = X - factor p x 2 
uncertainty stage =4 -+ uncertainty level = X - factor p x 3 
Problem solving stage 4: Solution statement: An answer to 1. Strongly agree 
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Triangulation of 
method 
the problem or how to deal with it (participant's 
perception): 
1. Increased the value of the work task 
2. Reduced uncertainty of dle work task (finished widl a 
clear understanding of the dissertation problem) 
External validation of final product of dle participant's 
work task evaluated by d1e participant's dissertation 
supervisor subject to approval from me participating 
student. 
Examiner's role: Provide validation of existing literature on 
d1e subject of dle dissertation. 
l. Quantitative judgment: Does dle citations cover the 
existing literature or knowledge in a satisfactory way. 
2. Qualitative judgment of the citation's relevance for the 
master's dissertation . 
Table 6: Research model implementation 
4. Methodology 
2. Agree 
3. Unsure 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly 
disagree 
Quantitative: 1-5 Qualitative 
Qualitative: brief Quantitative 
judgm ent 
In the following sections the research design, research method, data coUecti n, and sample 
are described. 
Research design 
A mixed methodology approach was applied with a qualitative case-ba ed study with 
developing working hypothesis and followed by a quantitative survey-based tudy with 
online questionnaire using similar research questions. 
The impact of knowledge communities, which include the norm of problem definiti n 
and resolution, is reflected in the social and organizational environment wh re the 
information seeking takes place. The entities (work task, problem stage , information 
seekers, and information sources) and variables (usefulness and relevance criteria) are 
integrated elements which interact in a dynamic manner across time. The research de ign's 
qualitative part measures the impact of the social and organizational environment using 
utterances from the information seeker solving the work task and applies methodological 
triangulation by requesting the information seeker's examiner (of master dissertati n) in hi 
role as cognitive authority (control). 
The research design is restricted to social science and applied ciences knowledge 
communities and may be interpreted according to this selection. The aim is to catch a 
broad range of information sources, search methods, and potential work tasks. 
The field of information seeking is by nature dynamic. Every component in the research 
may be subject to change. The information seeker's problem, the knowledge community 
which the information seeker is a part of or/and aspires to, and the information objects 
which the information seeker are looking for. The information objects may be physical 
objects, texts, voices, or images which are in various degrees of stable condition . 
Information objects as texts may be understood by accumulated knowledge representing 
'facts' of the objective world or 'social construction' negotiated by members of social 
practice. "Social and natural facts are fairly stable constructs, but as constructions, they 
exist only as long as no one gives voice to powerful and persistent disagreement. No OM 
O~ I'vS ~ ~,yS i9~." Vb~;.'/:'I:fS /. 
'~lfy 'l., 
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established fact is immune against deconstruction" (Fuchs, 1992, p. 45-46). T he 
interpretation of what is determined as stable or dynamic is crucial in choosing variables 
and entities to measure in researching information seeking. 
The consequences of determining early in the research process a rigid and fixed research 
design with narrow possibility to adopt the dynamic reality may bias and narrow the 
research outcome. The possible bias and narrowness of the interpretation of results are 
minimized by selecting a longitudinal qualitative and quantitative research design which are 
flexible and time dynamic in definition of work tasks, search tactics, navigation, the 
usefulness of information sources, uncertainty phases, and outcome of work tasks. 
The choice of data analysis method is multi-faceted; it is aimed at discovering the diversity 
of the information seeking in a context. The research is in a reality setting and is supposed 
to mirror life in its complexity, uncertainty, and dynamism. The implication of the 
complementary research methods are shown in a simplified form (table 7). 
The combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies called mixed model tudies 
by Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) is defined by the authors as "pragmatist paradigm that 
combines the qualitative and quantitative approaches within different phases f the 
research process". There may be single applications within different phase of the study, 
such as a quantitative (experimental) design, followed by qualitative data collection, 
followed by quantitative analysis after the data are converted. In the present research, the 
qualitative data is converted into numbers using the 'quantitizing' technique de cribed by 
Miles and Huberman (1994). There could also be multiple applications within pha es f the 
study, such as the following: 
• A research design that calls for a field experiment and extensive ethnographic 
interviewing to occur simultaneously and in an integrated manner. 
• Data collection that includes closed-ended items with numerical response as well as 
open-ended items on the same survey. 
• Data analysis that includes factor analysis of Likert scaled items from one portion of 
the survey, plus use of the constant comparative method (Glaser and trau ,1967; 
Lincoln and Guba, 1985) to analyze narrative responses to open-ended questions 
theoretically linked to the Likert scales (p. 19) . 
Quantitative and qualitative methods are compatible. There is a lack o f clear separation 
about what pragmatism is philosophically (Rorty, 2000) and in the practical dimen ion. We 
end in totally relativism and lacking coherent data analysis (Denzin and Lincoln, 2008) if 
the researcher may chose which theory he 'likes' for a research problem. The theories must 
be subject to scrutinized falsification procedures and there must warrant belief to cho e 
one theoretical model instead of another one (Goldman, 1999). 
The research process on any given question at any point in time follows within a cycle f 
inference processes, the research cycle, or scientific methodology. The cycle may be from 
grounded results (facts or observations) through inductive logic to general inferences 
(abstract generalizations or theory). Then from these general inferences or theory through 
deductive logic to tentative hypotheses or predictions of particular events/ou tcome. 
Research travels through this cycle at least once before it ends. The research may start at 
any point in the cycle. At some point during the research process both typ es of inferences 
and methods will be used simultaneously. When this occurs it is the "mixed model studies 
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with multiple applications within phase of study", i.e. a mixing of both qualitative and 
quantitative approaches in at least one stage of the study during data collection and analysis 
(Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998, p. 24-25). In the present research the type of methodology 
is explorative, i.e. search basically by inductive logic, but the research al 0 search 
deductively by testing for the uncertainty's hypothesis and social mechanisms as part of the 
research model. The present research does not attempt to predict behavior in a univer al 
cause-effect law-like model, instead the research model emphasized the contextual factor, 
especially the social impact on the work task resolution. 
Social science method 
Context (situational 
and institutional 
factors) 
Truth 
Verification and 
control of variables 
Inferences 
Qualitative 
Diversity, dynamism 
subjective interpretations 
Sample wuts selected purposely and 
selective due to the working 
hypothesis. 
Depends on traclitions, society, and 
situations of the investigated 
population. 
Depends on the context. 
Verification is difficult because the 
research cannot be repeated under 
exactly the same conclitions (as jf it 
was a laboratory experiment) 
Understancling in context 
Why did A led to B? 
Why clid X factor mfluence A, B, 
C .. . n group/ inclividual? 
Table 7: Research medlOds implication 
Data collection and analysis 
Qualitative part 
Quantitative 
Simplified, controllable 
ample units must be drawn independently 
of each other and randomly elected. 
Generalizations, represenrable 
Predjctable (under pre cribed ndition) 
Effective statistical tools if the variable an 
be operationable and countable. 
Explaming correlation or variation between 
the variables withm a restricted ont xt or 
without a context (slcipped in resear h 
design). 
The qualitative data analysis methods are supported by the network technique f Mile and 
Huberman (1994). The displayed structure is tables which are publi hed in a summarized 
version for each case and an aggregated version for all cases. imple frequencie and 
averages were calculated by SPSS (Statistical Package for the ocial cience). ubmis i n 
was online on a University of Sheffield hosted web server according to the think aloud 
procedures described below. 
Registration and analysis of homepages and public database usage included tactic and 
navigation. 
The choice is defined as the reasons why the information seeker selects any particular 
information source. The reasons were compared with the information eeker's wn 
description of previous knowledge and experience with the source in question. 
The search method included the tactics and navigation applied to the selected informati n 
sources. Tactic is defined as in section 2.4. The navigation covers the actions performed to 
carry out the search, for example to scan the subject index of a databa e r to click a 
hyperlink in a web document. 
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Homepages 
A homepage may be searched directly by means of the URL, and thus requires previous 
knowledge. Otherwise, meta search engines, domain search engines, or subject gateway2 
may be used. The search tools may be a combination of search engines, which perform the 
searches automatically, and subject gateways which entail human indexing. 
For each homepage visited, the participant was requested to mention the tactics u ed and 
the navigation applied to reach the URL. If the address of a particular homepage was 
already known to the participant, he was asked to state the origin of tlus knowledge. 
A meta search engine is basically an automatic retrieval engine which generates a temporary 
index of homepages wruch are publicly available to be catched (world wide web documents 
in HTML, XML, ]PEG, GIF, and additional document file formats depending on the 
capabilities of the search engine and storage facilities). Since the meta search engines are 
primarily an index of homepage content and identification (URL), these search engine cannot 
be considered an information source per se. The 'catch' function of homepages i only a 
storage function on wruch the index is generated after the web crawler has retrieved it 
result at a given time. Each time the web crawler has performed its result, the previou 
'catch' becomes obsolete unless stored for experiental or administrative statistical purposes. 
The ranking mechanism of the search engines is a central attribute generated fr m the 
search engine's algorithm. The ranking display and function is not considered in the 
present research when evaluating the 'found how' aspect of the participant' informati n 
sources in the qualitative part. 
We are not considering in the present research a meta search engine's auxiliary function, 
for example communication (E-mail, instant messaging, voice, docwnent c llab rati n, 
calendar, and multimedia), mapping, automatic generated directories, ma media n w , 
advertising, and office editing tools. 
When classifying in the present research the source type of origin we must tak int 
account in that order (1) the intellectual copyright holder or creator, (2) term of copyright 
including distribution and licensing, (3) the publishing body, (4) information source £ rmat, 
and (5) dissemination methods. If we apply the classification method outlined, we ar able 
to distinguish between for example an automatic news aggregator index3 who licen e new 
feeds, streaming, or 'catched' homepages from source of origin news corp rati n wh 
have the intellectual copyright to the news stories. The news stories may be of text, image, 
or multimedia format. Unfortunately, it is not always transparent for the information eker 
in the dynanLic information space who has the intellectual copynghl or is the maim; hence the 
source of origin. In the present research the participants were systematically queried by the 
researcher in the qualitative part to clarify the source of origin and any interm diary steps 
applied to search each information source cited in the participant's work task. 
2 111e term subject gateway in the present research was used as the preferred term for gateway or portal. 
Please see a description from enterprise software application integrators of the corporate portal features 
integrating diverse information sources, applications, database types, collaboration tools, and access levels 
(SAP, 2008; IBM, 2008). 
3 For example, provided free-based from Google.com and fee-based professional services from 
LexisNexis.com and Thomson.com 
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Public databases 
The participant explained the tactics used and the navigation performed in his search. The 
data collection was based on a thinking aloud method. The tactics include the type of 
search. The search type may be verification of a particular document by an author/ title or a 
subject search. A subject search may also be a search for an author representing a subject in 
which the participant is interested. The prevailing mode of navigation was examined as to 
whether browsing or systematic searching was preferred. Browsing is defined as an 
unstructured way of searching similar to the berry picking method proposed by Bates 
(1989) . Systematic searching is deflned as a conscious tactic, which follows a repeated 
pattern, procedure, or rule. Looking something up in a subject index is an example of 
systematic searching. 
The information sources investigated by the participant were described at three levels: 
Which personal resources were used, how they were contacted, and how the information 
was collected. 
The use of the information sources by the participants was prioritized among the various 
types of sources. Which sources of information became important for the fmal pr duct 
constituting the dissertation for the master's degree? The participant was asked to tell about 
the references he found most relevant or useful. These reference are defin d as 
information sources, which were necessary for the creation of a satisfactory fmal pr duct. 
Why and in what way did the information sources in question contribute to the stud nt's 
fmal product? 
The list of references stated by the participant in the final product was validated against 
existing literature on the subject of the dissertation. Did the citation cover the existing 
literature or knowledge in a satisfactory way? A satisfactory final product was valuated by 
the organization within information seeking is taking place, i.e. the examiner of the 
participant's flnal product (qualitative part). The 'satisfaction' measure wa the examiner's 
own interpretation; it was measured on a S-point scale and supplement d by the 
examinator's brief comments. The validation was performed by the examinator after 
informed consent from the participants who wrote the dissertation. The student and th 
examinators were introduced to the validation procedure. 
The data collection was registered in detailed case reports of information seeking. The 
elements in the case reports are shown in the appendices. The data collection during th 
participants' information seeking of homepages on the internet and publicly available 
databases was captured after the participants carried out their searching. The capture wa 
via an online form at the University of Sheffleld's web server. T he structure of the 
participant-investigator dialog followed the research model's description. The role f the 
researcher was to develop and maintain an open and constructive dialog. The participant 
was encouraged to elaborate as explicitly as possible without constraint each informati 11 
source visited. The core relevance criteria aided the probing of the participants during the 
evaluation of the usefulness of information sources. The participant was requested to 
mention the tactics used and the navigation applied to reach the URL ('how the participant 
reached the homepage') . If the address of a particular homepage wa already known to the 
participant, he was asked to state the origin of this knowledge. 
The structure and content of the data collection and analysis were described in the case 
reports (template in appendix). Since the qualitative part o f the research was mainly 
exploratory, the development of the data collec'tion and analysis was open to facilitate new 
or modified working hypotheses. 
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The case report both functioned as documentation for the research project and the 
external and internal examinators who validated the results and data collection methods. 
An oral introduction for the participants (appendices) was given at the start of the 
interview. The only predetermined categorization applied during data collection was the 
usefulness scale. The four stages of the problem solving process were only used as 
guidance for the interview, not as fIxed response options. The core relevance criteria were 
also only intended as a guide; the participants were encouraged to use their own word . 
The core relevance criteria helped to trigger the participant's memory and enabled the 
participant to understand the meaning of how the information source was used in the work 
task. 
The motivation of the participants to participate was crucial. If capture of the participants' 
information seeking should be as thorough, systematic, consistent, and current as possible, 
the interview structure needed to be easy, simple, and quick to establish and execute. T he 
interviews took place on campus at the university department where the participant were 
affiliated. 
Quantitative part 
The quantitative part was carried out on the online questionnaire hosted by a niver ity of 
Sheffield's web server distributed to each participating department after departmental 
approvals. The questionnaire was with automatic validation of question response. Th err r 
rate of unfinished submitted questionnaires was therefore eliminated. T he re carch 
problem was identical with the qualitative case-based part of the research but excluded the 
methodological triangulation implemented by the external evaluation of the examinat r. 
Furthermore, the quantitative part did not include assessment of the participant' 
references in the work task. 
The questions from the questionnaire (appendix) included a brief description f thc w rk 
task (dissertation). A set of questions covered whether the four problem olving tages 
occurred separately, sequentially, overlapping, or iteratively. The participant was a ked how 
uncertain he was at each stage of his work task. The most important information source 
types were ranked according to the participant's preferences. T he participant wa al 
asked to rank according to the importance of the core relevance critel1a he selected to the 
information sources of the work task. Finally, the participant was instructed to agree or 
disagree on problem solving stage four about the 'solution statement: An an wer to the 
problem or how to deal with it'. The judgment followed the research model's tw a pect : 
He increased the value of his work task or reduced the uncertainty of the work task. 
The response categories were according to a standard 5-point Likert scale on either 
nominal or ordinal level depending on the nature of the question. T he questionnaire de ign 
minimized the 'do not know' response category to reduce the level of submi sion with I w 
data content. The basic concepts were defmed and examples were given of information 
sources based on a pilot study among dissertation students from the Univer ity of 
SheffIeld, D epartment of Information Studies. 
The questionnaire submissions were analyzed using SPSS applying frequencies, averages, 
and bi-correlations (Kvanli, Pavur and Keeling, 2006) between the variables: Problem 
solving stages, information sources, relevance criteria, reduced uncertainty, and increased 
value. 
r 
= ~(x - X)(y - y) 
~~(x - X)2 ~~(y - Y)2 
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The submissions were treated anonymously after data analysis. The partiCIpants could 
provide their name and E-mail address if they wished to participate in a pool for a draw of 
10 x £ 10 vouchers to any product from www.amazon.co.uk. Furthermore, the participants 
could receive a response, if they wished, about how their submitted information was used 
in the research. 
The data collection, analysis, and storage complied with the University of Sheffield's 
guidelines for research ethics published on the university's homepage. The participants in 
the online questionnaire survey were informed in the questionnaire itself about the 
compliance with the guidelines which took effect from 2005. 
Sample 
The samples consist of the qualitative and quantitative part. The qualitative part was 
graduate students of three different subjects at the University of Sheffield enrolled in Msc 
programs for 2001/02-2002/03 (table 8) . The period was the last year of study within 
which they were scheduled to write their master's dissertation. The subject areas were 
primarily chosen because the researcher was most familiar with the social science . 
Business economics, business management, town and regional planning, and information 
management require theoretical as well as empirical information which is to be found 
within a wide range of sources. The number of potential participants was somewhat higher 
than the number expected to go through the entire research. The students could choo e 
not to participate because it was disrupting or time consuming. The work task (dissertation) 
labeled 'case' constituted the entity of the sample. Thus, the number of work tasks to be 
investigated was dependent on the number of participants working on each case. All 
participants were working on an individual basis. 
The quantitative part was graduate students of four different subjects enrolled in full-time 
Msc programs for 2003/04-2005/06 (table 8). One submission was declared invalid 
because all questions about problem solving stage development were answered with the 
same value '3' which resulted in a meaningless submission. 
The period was the last year of study within which the participants were scheduled to write 
their master's dissertation. The subject areas were primarily chosen to obtain a diver e 
range of subjects reflecting different environments, methods, and information source . 
Departments already participating in the case studies were excluded apart from the 
Department of Information Studies. The low response rate in the sub-samples is counter-
balanced by repeated sampling in the sub-sample Information management which 
provided the largest response rate. There was no evidence which implied a strong bias in 
any particular direction of the submitted questionnaires measured by the results from the 
sample. 
Part Institution Subject Period Contribute Potential 
Quali ta tive University of Sheffield Leisure 2001/02- 3 20 
management 2002/03 
Qualitative University of Sheffield Town and 2001/ 02- 2 17 
regional 2002/03 
Elanning 
Qualitative University of Sheffield Information 2001/02- 9 84 
management 2002/03 
Quantitative University of Sheffield Information 2003/04- 32 114 (2003/04) 
management 2005/06 101 (2004/ 05) 
97 {2005/06~ 
Quantitative Universi!I of Sheffield Medicine 2004/05 4 109 
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Quantitative University of Sheffield Automatic 
control and 
systems 
engineermg 
2003/ 04 96 
Quantitative IT University of Copenhagen IT 2005/ 06 3 67 
Table 8: Sample from the qualitative and quantitative part 
5. Results and discussion 
The results are based on the qualitative case-based part and the quantitativ survey-based 
part which are described below. 
5.1 Qualitative part 
Below are listed aU the cases in a summary format including work task description, and 
confirmation of the hypothesis of increased value or reduced uncertainty. earch tactic, 
information source type, relevance criteria, search services, and total number of r Ferenc 
are listed. Finally, the summary contains the marking done by the examiner about the 
coverage of the existing knowledge of the work task (table 9). 
Ca e 1 
Participant record date 
Work task descri tion 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information S01.1rCe 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type l 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing knowledge 
Case 2 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
9/ 9/ 03 
rovision of lar e cint fiction for the Ider! 
The librarian and the publisher 
Systemic - author: 0 
Systemic - subject: 47 
Browsing - author: 2 
Browsing - subject: 5 
Curriculum: 1 
Advisor: 2 
Literature citation: 9 
Homepage: 1 
Database: 53 
Printed directory or dictionary: 1 
Organization investigated: 0 
Subject - general: 4 
Subject - central: 2 
Treatment/ orientation: 18 
Treatment/orientation - theoretical/abstract: 5 
Treatment/orientation - practical/factual: 6 
Treatment/ orientation - discussing/analyzing: 37 
Treatment/ orientation - descriptive/listing: 4 
Currency - redundant knowledge: 2 
Geography: 1 
67 
4 
10/ 9/ 03 
Reference price (customer's expectations about price compared with 
the quality of service) for public s .. vimming sessions at (x] swimming 
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001 
Increase value and reduce uncertain ty Research showed that it worked - this message did enhance their 
reference price in their mind. 
Search tactic Systemic - author: 0 
Systemic - subject: 13 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 3 
Information source Curriculum: 3 
Advisor: 13 
Literature citation: 1 
Homepage: 0 
Database: 17 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type l 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing 
Ca e 3 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 0 
Subject: 14 
Subject - general: 5 
Subject - specific: 1 
Subject - central: 4 
Treatment/ orientation: 3 
Authority - central person: 7 
34 
3 
18/10/02 
Evaluation for sports project (football and basketball mainly) for 
disa ffected oun eo Ie 10-24 - focus 12-16 in x council 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty Project was not having much impact upon the participants - it was 
not directing them away from crime or anything like that which it 
was meant to do. 
Search tactic 
Info rmation source 
Relevance critria 
Web search service type I 
Human search assistance2 
Systemic - author: 5 
Systemic - subject: 7 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 9 
Curriculum: 5 
Advisor: 20 
LiteranlIe citation: 11 
Homepage: 4 
D atabase: 19 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 1 
Subject: 34 
Subject - general: 4 
Subject - specific: 1 
Subject - central: 2 
Subject - tangential: 6 
Treatment/ orientation: 8 
Treatment/ orientation - discussing/analyzing: 5 
Treatment/orientation - descriptive/listing: 2 
Currency - new knowledge: 1 
Currency - outdated knowledge: 2 
Authority - central instinltion: 1 
Geography: 2 
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References 60 
Coverage of existing knowledge 5 
Case 4 
Participan t record date 
Work task descri tion 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tac tic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type! 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage o f existing knowledge 
Case 5 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
7/10/02 
O verseas visitors satisfaction of x International Festival 
My findings and the findings in the literature - some of them are 
cliffe rent but some steers the same pattern . 
Systemic - author: 7 
Systemic - subject: 19 
Browsing - author: 2 
Browsing - subject: 2 
Curriculum: 0 
Advisor: 0 
Literature citation: 0 
Homepage: 3 
D atabase: 20 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organ.iza tion investigated: 7 
Subject: 17 
Subject - speci fic: 3 
Subject - central: 2 
Treatment/orientation: 7 
T reatment/ orientation - discus ing/analyzing: 1 
30 
4 
1/7/03 
E nglish librarians' attitude to the Booker Prize (general conception). 
Generalization from 17-18 librarians in the [xl of E ngland. 
Relevance of the price for public libraries - do the people (users) 
need a guide to recommend for a lo t of people? P rsonal atti tudes 
and libra olicies. 
Differences in attitude to the Booker's role - other prices are more 
relevant for libraries. I got a more positive atti tude to the Booker 
Prize: Publicity - encourage people to read. Booker Prize's judge ar 
good - appeals to a "vider range of people - publicity and authority. 
Systemic - author: 0 
Sys temic - subject: 11 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 13 
Curriculum: 39 
Advisor: 4 
Literature ci tation: 9 
Homepage: 9 
D atabase: 14 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 1 
Subject: 17 
Subject - general: 2 
Subject - specific: 4 
Subject - central: 1 
Subject - tangential: 1 
Trea tment/ orientation: 18 
50 
Web search service type! 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing knowledge 
Case 6 
Participant reco rd date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web sea rch service type' 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of exis ting knowledge 
Case 7 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Treatment/ orientation - discussing/ analyzing: 32 
Geography: 3 
Search engine (1) 
76 
5 
17 /7 /03 
Relationship marketing on the internet - looking at different ways in 
which companies use web tools. Company types: Brick and clicks 
(physical presence and online presence) and pure plays relationship. 
Look on various communication medlOds to build trust wi th 
customers and web design and usabili ty - how it helps deploy 
relationshi marketin . 
Bricks and Clicks would be more likely to succeed. Web tools are 
better for Pure Plays if they have tools to personalize web sites - e.g. 
Amazon widl suggestions of what you might like. User interface 
must be easy to use because they don't have the physical relationship 
to build on. 
Systemic - author: 3 
Systemic - subject: 27 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 9 
Curriculum: 3 
Advisor: 2 
Literatme citation: 11 
Homepage: 3 
D atabase: 37 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization inves tigated: 10 
Subject: 28 
Subject - general: 3 
Subject - specific: 2 
Subject - central: 1 
Treatment/orientation: 8 
Treatment/orientation - theoretical/abstract: 3 
Treatment/orientation - practical/ facrual: 14 
Treatment/orientation - discussing/analyzing: 4 
Treatment/ orientation - descriptive/ listing: 2 
Currency - new knowledge: 1 
Audlority - central person: 7 
Communication - easy comprehensible: 2 
Geography: 1 
Search engine (1), subject gateway (1) 
66 
4 
4/ 9/ 03 
Evaluation of an image retrieval system's automatic annotation 
com onent 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty Na rrow focus to error rate and subsequent influence on retrieval -
formulate methodology which enabled to give quantitative data. 
Each caption: How well does it fit with the image (scale: 1-3). Basic 
statistics: How well have the annotations been made. D eveloped 
51 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web sea rch service type l 
Human search assistance2 
References 
overage of exis ting knowledge 
Case 8 
Participant record date 
Wo rk task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type l 
Human search assistance2 
References 
overage of exis ting knowledge 
little program to do aid analysis of retrieval error. 
Systemic - author: 0 
Systemic - subject: 19 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 1 
Curriculum: 2 
Advisor: 10 
Literature ci tation: 3 
Homepage: 0 
D atabase: 20 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization inves tiga ted: 0 
Subject: 7 
Subject - general: 12 
Subject - specific: 1 
Subject - central: 1 
Treatment/orientation: 15 
T reatment/ orientation - discussing/analyzing: 4 
Search engine (1 ), subject ga teway (1) 
35 
4 
5/9/03 
TIle analysis of research concerning the informacion needs f people 
with multi Ie sclerosis 
[patients] do not want information about possible physi al 
symptoms (denial). Reject information a a way to ope with a 
stress ful situation at the time of diagnosis. People with more serious 
sclerosis find it more difficult to get information. Not onfident t 
go out to find the information - physical constraint - ex. \Vh el chair 
users. Health professionals were at the time of diagnosis generally 
unhelpful - patronizing them - lack of advice/support f diagnosis. 
Systemic - author: 0 
Systemic - subject: 6 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 2 
CUIriculum: 4 
Advi sor: 5 
Literature citation: 26 
Homepage: 8 
D atabase: 6 
Printed directory or dictionary: 1 
Organization investigated: 0 
Subject: 20 
Subject - specific: 1 
Subject - central: 1 
Subject - tangential: 1 
Treatment/ orientation: 19 
Trea tment/ orientation - prac tical/factual: 1 
Treatment/ orien tation - discussing/analyzing: 2 
Treatment/ orientation - descriptive/ listing: 5 
Search engine (1) 
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Case 9 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type! 
Human sea rch assistance2 
References 
overage of existing knowledge 
Case 10 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce lUlcerta.inty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
5/ 9/ 03 
Use of images in understancling of documents in cross-language 
information retrieval 
'1 Some use could be made but that images cannot communicate all 
that language can. It might be useful for concrete nouns but higher 
level concepts are hard to represent in images, as is structure in a 
docwnent. 
Systemic - author: 1 
Systemic - subject: 6 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 3 
Curriculum: 8 
Advisor: 4 
Literature citation: 7 
Homepage: 4 
Database: 20 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 0 
Subject: 28 
Subject - tangential : 1 
Treatment/orientation: 11 
Treatment/orientation - practical/factual : 1 
Treatment/orien tation - discussing/analyzing: 3 
Search engine (1) 
43 
5 
10/9/03 
An investiga tion of non-academic composition and how non-
academic composers interact "vith lectro-acoustic oftware and the 
stuclio environment around them. 
'1 Focus on professional composers at the beginning, but the 
composers at the [xl studio were mainly amateurs. Big need for 
music composi tion software companie to get toge ther and 
introduce standard so that music composers are bett r able to 
interact. Different software packages have differ nt problems. 
Systemic - author: 1 
Systemic - subject: 5 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 16 
Curriculum: 3 
Advisor: 10 
Literanlre citation: 9 
Homepage: 2 
Database: 23 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 1 
Subject: 12 
Subject - general: 1 
Subject - central: 2 
Trea tment/ orientation: 28 
Treatment/orientation - theoretical /abs tract: 4 
Treatment/orientation - practical/ factual : 6 
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Web search service type! 
Human search assis tance2 
References 
Coverage o f existing knowledge 
Case 11 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type! 
Human sea rch assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing knowledge 
Case 12 
Treatment/ orientation - descrip tive / listing: 1 
Search engine (1), subject gateway (1) 
48 
4 
8/ 9/ 03 
Information skills for th e voluntary sec tor wo rkforce: A mul ti ple 
case analysis o f umbrella organiza tions (organizations which exist to 
help other small group to operate - physical facili ties, information 
service, and infras tructure) within [xl coun ty 1. What skills are 
required for the effective management of information by volun tary 
sector workers within umbrella organizations? 2. Are these skills 
different to those required by employees within other ecto rs 
ublic/ rivate? 
Answered 1 st question th oroughly and partly the 2nd question -
problem diffe rent in public/priva te o rganization than in a voluntary 
environment - some combination o f the skills listed are po sible 
more valuable but needs further work. 
Systemic - author: 0 
Systemic - subject: 20 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 9 
Curriculum: 8 
Adviso r: 4 
Literature citation: 6 
H omepage: 1 
D atabase: 29 
P rinted directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization inves tigated: 1 
Subject: 9 
Subject - general: 3 
Subject - specific: 9 
Subject - central: 3 
Subject - tangential: 5 
Treatment/ orientation: 15 
T reatment/ orientation - t11eoretical/abstract: 2 
T reatment/ orien ta tion - practical/ fac tual: 4 
T reatment/ orientation - discussing/analyzing: 3 
T rea tment/ orien ta tion - descriptive/ listing: 2 
Currency - redundant knowledge: 2 
Currency - outdated knowledge: 1 
Authori ty - central person: 3 
Communication - diffic ul t comprehensible: 2 
Population - attributes: 1 
Search engine (1) 
50 
5 
Participant record date 24/ 9/ 03 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty There is no universal answer, allocation metllods need to be 
developed to suit individual insti tutions 
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Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type! 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing knowledge 
Case 13 
Participant record date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tac tic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web search service type! 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing knowledge 
Case 14 
Systemic - author: 0 
Systemic - subject: 24 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 1 
Curriculum: 1 
Advisor: 0 
Literature citation: 9 
Homepage: 0 
Database: 24 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 1 
Subject - general: 1 
Treatment/ orientation: 2 
Treatment/ orientation - practical/factual: 29 
Authority - central person: 4 
Search engine (1) 
35 
4 
7/10/03 
Partnership made very heavy usc of technical studies in order to 
create consensus between the partnership which have also resul ted 
in a number of assumptions within the partnership about transport 
that are never challenged and become unimpeachable 'knowledge' . 
The key assumption is that if the movement of traffic is restrailled in 
one part of the park, then road construction must occur elsewhere 
in order to accommodate diverted traffic. The partnership fail s 
through these assumptions to fully consider environmental factors. 
The partnership was subject to non-consensual practices. 
Systemic - author: 1 
Systemic - subject: 4 
Browsing - author: 0 
Browsing - subject: 2 
Curriculum: 20 
Advisor: 19 
Literature citation: 17 
Homepage: 0 
Database: 6 
Printed directory or dictiona ry: 0 
Organization investigated: 39 
Subject: 7 
Subject - general: 16 
Treatment/ orientation: 21 
Treatment/ orientation - theoretical/ abstract: 24 
Treatment/orientation - practical/factual: 8 
Treatment/ orientation - discussing/analyzing: 43 
Population - attributes: 1 
101 
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Participant record date 
Work task description 
Increase value and reduce uncertainty 
Search tactic 
Information source 
Relevance criteria 
Web sea rch service type I 
Human search assistance2 
References 
Coverage of existing knowledge 
Table 9: Case summaries 
I Subject gateway and search engine 
31 / 1/04 
Analyze the Economical 00w price) and Comfortable Housing 
(ECH) in China with the urban economics and housing economics; 
reveal the price mechanism of ECH and explore why the policy 
designed affordable housing becomes unaffordable for the 
disadvantaged groups in the open market after housing policy 
reform. 
:.j Housing price is affordable for the disadvantaged groups 
according to the empirical policy data. TheoreticaUy the housing 
price is not affordable. In practice, t.he housing is not afford able. 
NA 
Curriculum: 0 
Advisor: 6 
Literature citation: 7 
Homepage: 1 
D atabase: 0 
Printed directory or dictionary: 0 
Organization investigated: 15 
Subject - general: 8 
Subject - specific: 17 
Subject - central: 2 
Subject - tangential: 2 
Treatment/ orientation - theoretical/abstract: 1 
Treatment/orientation - practical/factual: 2 
Treatment/ orientation - discussing/analyzing: 6 
Treatment/ orientation - descriptive/listing: 20 
Currency - new knowledge: 24 
Currency - outdated knowledge: 5 
Authori ty - central person: 24 
Authori ty - central institution: 6 
Communication - difficult comprehensible: 1 
Communication - easy comprehensible: 27 
NA 
A 
29 
NA 
2 Information specialist, student, or faculty 
J Scale: 1-5 (1: No satisfactory coverage; 5: Fully satisfactory coverage) 
In the following section the results are displayed on an aggregated case level covering the 
variables search type, information sources, and relevance criteria. inally, the external 
evaluation concerning the participant's coverage of the existing knowledge of the ubject i 
displayed. 
The ranking of the search tactic types clearly shows that the systematic subject searching 
and browsing are predominant while systematic or browsing author searching have an 
insignificant role (table 10). It must be stressed that the participant's search tactics are 
different from each other and only apply for the information sources homepage (4), 
database (5), and organizations investigated (7). The minimum number of case is at a valid 
level for the systematic and browsing subject search tactics. 
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Rank Search Tactic Type 
3 Systemic - author 
1 Systemic - subject 
4 Browsing - author 
2 Browsing - subject 
2: 
Table 10: Ranking of search tactic type 
n= 13. X . 1 case has no values 
Percent n 
5,90 6 
68,20 13 
1,30 2 
24,59 13 
99,99 
The most important information sources used which were judged quite or very useful (4-5) 
by the participants showed that about 1/3 of the sources were found by independent 
database searching (table 11). The influence from the knowledge community, which in the 
cognitive sociology model is categorized as the institutional factors, attributes for about 1/4 
of the most important information sources . Those sources consist of the curriculum (12,6 
%) and recommended by advisors (15 %) . If the influence from the inves tigated 
organizations (13,8 %) is included in the institutional factors the overall share amounts fo.r 
1/3 of the most useful information sources. Literature citations had a fum and significant 
influence but were not predominant accounting for only 15,2 % of the most important 
information sources. Homepages had an unimportant role among the most important 
information sources for the work task with only 4,6 %. Printed directorie and dictionarie 
were practically not included in the references by the participants. 
Rank Percent Number Type 
5 12,56 52 Curriculum 
3 14,98 62 Advisor 
2 15,22 63 Literature citation 
6 4,59 19 Homepage 
1 38,65 160 Database 
7 0,24 1 Printed directory or dictionary 
4 13,77 57 Organization investigated 
100,01 414 2: 
Table 11: Most useful information sources 
n=14. X . Rating: 4-5. 
The relevance criteria applied for the cited references are classified according to the core 
relevance criteria was measurable and understood by the participants (table 12). The extent 
varied among the participants if they were able to adopt the predefined relevance criteria 
with only a brief introduction to the system and definitions or the participants preferred 
their own relevance concepts which was then continuously elaborated and clarified in 
dialog with the researcher. The quantification of the criteria must be interpreted as only 
indicative and used as a guide to evaluate what main factors influence the judgment process 
of the citations included in the participants' final work. Previous research ( chamber, 1991; 
Park, 1993; Barry, 1994; White and Wang, 1997) confirmed the importance of topical 
relevance but also showed that the treatment or orientation of the information sources is 
significant. The influence of authoritative persons and institutions did not play an 
important role. The currency aspect was not a determining factor in the selection of the 
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cited references. The selection of domains in the sample of participants are intended to 
reflect subjects of high as well as lower levels of currency focus. 
Relevance Criteria 
1. Subject 
2. Subject - general 
3. Subject - specific 
4. Subject - central 
5. Subject - tangential 
6. Treatment/ orientation 
7. Treatment/ orientation - theoretical/abstract 
8. Treatment/ orientation - practical/ factual 
9. Treatment/ orientation - discussing/ analyzing 
10. T reatment/ orientation - descriptive/ listing 
11. Currency - new knowledge 
12. Currency - redundant knowledge 
13. Currency - outdated knowledge 
14. Authority - central person 
15. Authority - central institution 
16. Communication - difficult comprehensible 
17. Communication - easy comprehensible 
18. Geography 
19. Population 
Table 12: Total usage of relevance criteria in the cited references 
N cases 
11 
11 
9 
11 
6 
13 
6 
9 
11 
7 
3 
2 
3 
5 
2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
L groups 
L1.5328 
L14.1552 
L 16.17 32 
L 
193 
59 
39 
21 
16 
173 
39 
71 
140 
36 
26 
4 
8 
45 
7 
3 
29 
7 
2 
n= 14. 'rne participants could apply mul tiple relevance criteria to each c.ited reference. 1nc participants were free to decide if they would 
use the predefined relevance criteria applied by the researcher. 
5.1.1 Problem solving stage development 
There was no evidence supporting a hypothesis about significant high level of uncertainty 
at any of the four stages in the information seeking model. Furthermore, there was 
indication in all cases that the initial work task was solved. All participants had been able to 
reach a solution statement. Please refer to the case summary table of each case ab ve in the 
row headed "increasing value and reducing uncertainty". The texts are d.rawn for all cases 
from the participant's own statement of stage 4 of the information seeking model: oluti n 
statement: Answer to problem or how to deal with the problem. 
There was no evidence of a clear progressing problem solving proce s with the informati n 
seeking following a particular linear or non-linear pattern. There are behavioral and 
cognitive limitations about verifying the statements of the participant's problem olving 
process since we rely on his own interpretation of the process. The cognitive limitati ns 
encompass the selective and biased judgment and decision capabilities as outlined in 
section 2. Regarding the final product, we are able to verify if there is convergence between 
the participant solving the work task and the evaluator of the work task. 
The problem resolution stage 'finding an answer to the problem' showed a diversity of 
methods and contexts. The extract from all cases are showed below: 
ID 1: 'Interviews and focu s groups with librarians, publishers, and readers. Located participants 
via website of library authorities with list of contact persons. Called authori ties to request 
addresses for relevant people. BT directory for locating publishers' 
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ID 2: 'Research on reference price (customer's expectations about price compared with the 
quality of service) for public swimming sessions at [xl Swimming Pool' 
1D 3: 'I improved the whole methods [importance and performance analyzing measures like x, 
y, z to calculate which part of importance of satisfaction] in the literature I found ' 
ID 4: 'Work task did not change as such although I did have problems in that some of the 
participants did not want to be interviewed, and I was basing the research on that ( ... ) Did not 
expect the children to be as bad as they actually were - a lot of them had a lot of problems -
drug use, criminal background, and whatever' 
ID 5: 'In depth survey: Interviews in order to get the opinions and reasons, not just a rather 
superficial ques tionnaire to a lot of librarians. Literature: H elps in asking questions - place 
subject in a wider context. Booker Prize: Example of literature fiction and role in a public 
library' 
ID 6: 'Relationship marketing on the internet - looking at different ways which companies use 
web tools. Company types: Brick and Clicks (physical presence and online presence) and Pure 
Plays relationship. Look on various communication methods to build trust with customers and 
Web design and usabili ty' 
ID 7: 'Annotations from 500 unages (system automatically genera tes annotations for the 
images), 
ID 8: 'Information at diagnosis, difficulties in finding information, and importance of 
information were investigated to see if they were significantly related to disea e and 
demographic factors such as gender, age, or self-rated severity of symptoms of multiple 
sclerosis' 
ID 9: 'D eveloped a questionnaire to test people's ability to understand the meaning of 25 sets 
of 8 images. A free format text field was presented. A second part showed the same 25 sets in 
a different order and provided multi-choice answers' 
ID 10: 'Observed composers by sitting in recording room - making notes. If problem came up, 
then the composer would be interviewed later after the composition work. Submission of 
online questionnaire via 15 music forums (discussion boards). Received 35 replies. In addition, 
I looked on separate discussion boards who dealt with composition software problems' 
ID 11 : 'Case study research (5 organizations in [xl, 1 national umbrella organization, 4 local 
organizations [a, b, c, d]. 1 interview per organization (contact person: management 
responsibili ty). Some have an information officer. Produced simple cognitive maps. 
Organizations told their organizational goals. Information needs derived from tllat - ex IT 
needs, editing needs, general writing skills' 
ID 12: 'Literature review and field interviews' 
ID 13: 'Policy plans and developments (aU the local authorities), minutes of meetings of local 
authorities, public meetings and part of private meetings within partnership (10 years in 
general, one recent year in detail), senior planners, organizational spokesperson for the 
different partners in the partnership, archived interviews within and outside the partnership' 
ID 14: 'Collect information about tile ECH [Economic and Comfortable Housing] and 
compare ECH with housing economics and housing management tlleory' 
The overview indicates that this stage of the problem solving stage is in general, apart from 
ID 4, fairly mechanical; the process appears to develop smoothly. When considering the 
variety and complexity of the methods, it is surprising that the process is linear and without 
information gap or an Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK) according to the ASK 
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hypothesis (Belkin, Oddy, and Brooks, 1982). The researcher consistently asked the 
participants if there were any uncertainty or problems during their problem solving 
process. 
We find the following dominating pattern for the cases if we review the information ource 
types in relation to search tactic and relevance criteria for the most useful information 
sources (usefulness=4-5). Each case and a summary are listed below. 
We find a pattern dominated by the relevance criteria: Subject and treatment/orientation 
searching by keyword and browsing for the information sources: public databases (9), 
advisors (5), curriculum (3), and organizations investigated (3). The numbers in bracket 
indicate frequency of cases. 
We can conclude from the case summaries that public databases, advisors, curriculum, and 
organizations investigated the most relevant or useful information sources. The an wer to 
the research question about why and in which way cited information sources contribute to 
the outcome of work tasks: Subject and treatment/orientation. 
The connection between the individual information seeker and the social or in titutional 
environment during the process of problem solving in the cognitive sociology framework i 
confirmed in the application of the information sources mentioned abo e: dvi or , 
curriculum, and organizations investigated. The information seeker al 0 searches 
independently as measured by the extensive application of the information ourc type: 
Public database. 
The main findings of the qualitative part with individual case summary are tated bel \V 
(table 13). 
Case Relevance criteria Search tactic Information source 
subject keyword public databases 
trea tmen t/ orien ta tion browsing 
2 subject advice advisors 
3 subject advice advisors 
treatment/ orientation public databases 
4 subject keyword public databases 
5 trea tmen t/ orientation browsing curriculum 
6 subject keyword public databases 
treatment/ orientation browsing curriculum 
organizations investigated 
7 trea tmen t/ orien ta tion keyword public databases 
subject advisors 
8 treatment/ orientation browsing citations 
subject homepages 
9 subject keyword public database 
10 trea tmen t/ orien ta tion browsi.ng public database 
keyword advisors 
11 subject browsing public database 
treatment/ orientation keyword 
12 treatment/ orientation keyword public database 
citations 
13 treatment/ orientation browsing organizations i.nvestigated 
curriculum 
advisors 
14 subject browsing citations 
treatment/ orientation organizations investigated 
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authority 
commw1ication 
currency 
Table 13: Individual case summaries from qualitative part 
Information source types: 
1. .Curriculum: Mandarory or supplementary 
2. Proposed by advisors 
3. Literarure cirations 
4. Ilomcpages (URL) found by the participant on the internet. N ot human edited databases 
5. Public databases: Bibliographic, full text, numeric, and directories or dictionaries. Not source 3 
6. Personal infonnation sources in the investigated organizations. Name and position o f person. Relati n to participants' work task. 
7. Written information sources in the investigated organizations 
5.1.2 Coverage of the existing knowledge of the work task 
The average of the 13 cases whose participants had allowed judgment by their supervi r 
of the coverage of the existing knowledge of their work task showed a high value f 4,4 out 
of maximum 5. The lowest value was 3 which only counted once. he top end f th 
judgment was equally spread between 4 and 5 with each representing 6 case. ne cas 
wished not to be part of the supervisor judgment. 
The self selection of participants would bias towards the higher end of the value reflecting 
the most confident and efficacious graduate students willing to participate in the re arch. 
The qualitative judgment allowed space for explaining the upervis r' guantitati 
judgment. This part of the evaluation was not mandatory but the upervi 
encouraged to comment with a short paragraph. The majority of supervi r ch 
a brief comment. In order to ensure the confidentiali ty of the participant and up rvl r 
the full extent of the comments is not disclosed but significant clue of the ca e : 
(ID 1) 'Thorough listing', 'some older but still relevant material' 
(ID 2) 'Tightly focused review', 'excellent focus on specifically relevant literature on [w rk task 
domain], 'wider context should have been et for tlle specific focus' 
(ID 3) 'Good' 
(ID 4) 'Quality of the bibliography isn't always a good indicator of the quality of the literature 
review' 
(ID 5) 'Very satisfactory list', 'personal correspondence with some of tlle people involv d' 
(ID 6) 'Good mixture of relevant types of material', 'appropriate for the literature in the fields 
[ID 6] covers', 'key topic areas are represented', 'appropriately up-to-date', 'cited arefully, 
consistently and fully' 
(ID 7) 'Very thorough and relevant for the topic' 
(ID 8) 'Good coverage regarding metllOdology and the area of research', 'just one or two gaps' 
(ID 9) 'Careful to select and examine references that were relevant to [x] research question in a 
way that was as objective as possible' 
(ID 10) 'Expected the bibliography not to be comprehensive but rather selective in citing items 
representative of the coverage of the diverse aspects of the topic', 'quantitative judgment is 
more in terms of representative coverage rather than absolute number . My qualitative 
judgment on the 'relevance of citations is equally very high', 'balance between both theory and 
practice', 'discussion papers and empirical case studies', 'specific techniques and the broader 
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context', 'appropriate period of time'; 'different methodological approaches', 'case studies 
from different countries' 
(ID 11) 'Outstanding piece of work', 'principal relevant policy docwnents and cri tiques', 
'sufficient theoretical material to enable [ID 11] to develop a theoretically informed analysis of 
[ID 11]'s empirical work, 'adequate to the task, and certainly covered the principal texts relating 
to the chosen policy area', 'had guidance' 
The ID numberillg is 11Iarrallged for this sectioll. 
Recurrent keywords are 'currency', 'comprehensive/ thorough', 'focused/selected', 
'appropriate/ relevant', and 'treatment/orientation'. 
In general, the external evaluation of the final product shows a very satisfactory view of th 
coverage of the existing knowledge of the work task. 
The extent of guidance of the supervisor to cover the existing knowledge in a ati fact ry 
way is only revealed in one case mentioned above: "had guidance". In the remaining ca c 
we must assume an agreement (tacit or explicit) between the participant and their peer 
about what is 'satis factory coverage of the exis ting knowledge' in the work ta k at hand 
since the evaluations are significant positive. 
5.2 Quantitative part 
This part investigates the similar basic research question as the qualitative part; apart fr m 
that there is no external evaluation by examinators of the participant' work ta k. Th 
evaluation of the information source types and relevance criteria were on an aggr gated 
level while the qualitative part evaluated on an individual level (each referenc ). 
The duration of the dissertation work was 3-6 months. There might hav b en an verlap 
when the regular coursework was finished at the same time as the preparation f th 
dissertation work. Extension of the dissertation deadline was maximum 2 m nth in the 
sample. The data is summarized below (table 14). 
5.2.1. Problem solving stages 
The 4 problem solving stages 'problem recognition', 'problem definiti n', 'pr bI m 
resolution', and 'solution statement' are assumed in the research model to d elop either 
'separately' , 'sequentially', 'overlapping', or 'iteratively'. 
The development between the pairs of stages results in 5 different combinati n 
1. 1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
2. Problem definition: Nature of the problem 
2. 2. Problem definition: Nature of the problem 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 
3. 3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
4. 1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
5. 2. Problem definition: Kind of problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
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We tested the following hypotheses: 
1. High distance in problem solving stage pairs (difference 2: 2) results on average in a 
high probability of problem solving stage pairs occurring "separately" (high mean). 
2. High means of all problem solving stage pairs that occurred 'sequentially' results on 
average in a constantly progressing resolution of the work task without significant 
barriers, 'anomalous state of knowledge' (Belkin, Oddy; and Brooks,1982) or 
redefinition of the basic work task problem. 
3. In the research model of the information seeking process we test the dynamic 
development to reduce uncertainty or increase value through the 4 tages until th 
problem is solved: If uncertainty fails to be resolved at anyone stage, it may result in a 
feedback loop to a previous stage for further resolution. The problem-solving proces 
is seen as an iterative development. If the stage development is highly dynamic w 
expect high average values of 'overlapping' and 'iterative' problem solving tag typ . 
Result of the hypothesis testing: 
1. For pair 4 (1. problem recognition - 4. solution statement) there is a light confirmati n 
of the hypothesis. The means that the problem solving stage pairs occurred' eparatc)y' 
(2,50), 'sequentially' (2,83), and 'iteratively' (2,77), while the expected lea t agreement 
was for 'overlapping' (3,12). The result is not significant for pair 5 (2. pr blem 
definition - 4. solution statement) since the means vary only between 2,70-2,92. 
2. The problem solving stage pairs that occurred 'sequentially' resulted n average in a 
constantly progressing resolution of the work task:. The re ults for the pairs: 
Pair 1 (1. problem recognition - 2. problem defmition): 3,17 
Pair 2 (2. problem defmition - 3. problem resolution): 3,10 
Pair 3 (3. problem resolution - 4. solution statement): 2,80 
Pair 4 (1. problem recognition - 4. solution statement): 2,83 
Pair 5 (2. problem defmition - 4. solution statement): 2,92 
The hypothesis can be rejected since all the means are not close to 1 ('strongly agr e'). 
3. The merged 'overlapping' and 'iteratively' problem solving stage types r u)ted 00 
average in the 5 pairs: 
Pair 1 (1. problem recognition - 2. problem definition): 2,44 
Pair 2 (2. problem defmition - 3. problem resolution): 2,53 
Pair 3 (3. problem resolution - 4. solution statement): 2,59 
Pair 4 (1. problem recognition - 4. solution statement): 2,95 
Pair 5 (2. problem defmition - 4. solution statement): 2,83 
We can conclude that the overlapping and iteratively character of the prohlem 
solving stage developments is present but only to a moderately extent. We can 
therefore confirm the 3rd hypothesis. 
Variable x SD 
----- .. ---------- ----_._------
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No N am e 
Problem stages 
1. Problem recogni tion: Kind of problem 
2. Problem defini tion: Nature o f the problem 
Sepa rately 3,14 1,22 
Sequentially 3,17 1,12 
Overlapping 2,60 1,14 
Iteratively 2,27 0,95 
2 2. Problem definition: Nature of the problem 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 
1,26 Separately 2,90 
Sequentially 3,10 1,10 
Overlapping 2,53 1,10 
I te ra tively 2,52 1, 7 
3 3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 
4. Solu tion statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal wid, it 
1,09 Separately 3,37 
Sequentially 2,80 1,16 
Overlapping 2,60 1.12 
Iteratively 2.58 1, 9 
4 1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal wilh it 
1,21 Separately 2,5 
Sequen tially 2,83 1,2 
Overlapping 3,12 1,14 
Iteratively 2,77 1,1 1 
5 2. Problem definition : Kind of problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
2,7 1,21 Separa tely 
Sequen tially 2,92 1,15 
verlapping 2,88 1,11 
Iteratively 2,78 0,9 
6 
Uncertainty at each stage of work task 
1, 9 1. Problem recogni tion: Kind of problem 2,7 
7 2. P roblem definition: Na ture of the problem 2,93 0, 8 
8 3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 2,93 0,92 
9 4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 2,87 1,1 
Most important information source type 
1,21 10 Curriculum (reading li sts from present or previou course work) 2,5 
11 Information proposed by advisors (supervisors, students) 3,35 1,27 
12 Literature citations (references in books, journals, or homepages) 3,93 1,13 
13 Homepage (webpages but not general search engine or ga teway) 2,52 1,28 
14 Public database (text documents, images, statistics, not general search engine) 3,00 1,35 
15 Prin ted directory or dictionary 1,95 1,06 
16 O rga nizations investiga ted (interviews, discussions, observations, 3,83 1,39 
co rrespondence) 
Relevance criteria 
17 Subject (general-specific, central-tangential) 4,12 1,03 
18 Trea tment/ orientation (theoretical, prac tical , discussi.ng, descriptive) 3,53 1,02 
19 Currency (new, redundant, or outdated knowledge) 3,42 1,12 
20 Autho ri ty (central person or i.ns titution) 3,42 1,12 
21 Communication (difficult or easy comp rehensible) 2,92 1,03 
22 Geography (location) 2,48 1,27 
23 Population (sample in work task - ex. age, gender, and occupation) 2,57 1,42 
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Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
24 Increased value of work task 
25 Reduced uncertainty of work task 
Table 14: Problem solving stages, information sources, and relevance criteria 
2,08 
2,15 
0,72 
0,97 
n= 6O. Variable 1-5, 24-25: Strongly agree (1), agree (2), unsure (3), disagree (4), strongly disagree (5). Variable 6-9: Il ighest uncertainty 
(5). Va.ri.ble 10-16, 17-23: Highest rank (5) 
In the research model the information seeking process is seen as a dynamic development to 
reduce uncertainty through 4 stages until the problem is solved: 
1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem. 
2. Problem defInition: Nature of the problem. 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem. 
4. olution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with the problem. 
If uncertainty fails to be resolved at anyone stage, it may result in a feedback loop t a 
previous stage for further resolution. The problem-solving process is een as an iterativ 
development. The hypothesis derived from the research model: 
uncertainty stage =1 ~ uncertainty level = x 
uncertainty stage =2 ~ uncertainty level = X - factor p 
uncertainty stage =3 ~ uncertainty level = x - factor p x 2 
uncertainty stage =4 ~ uncertainty level = X - factor p x 3 (assuming work task is olved) 
The results showed a surprising progress of the uncertainty stages. The hypoth.e i can be 
rejected since there is no signifIcant decrease in uncertainty level from stage 1 to 4. The 
maximum difference between the stages is 0,23 on the 5-point scale (5 = high t 
uncertainty). The development through the stages is 2,70 - 2,93 - 2,93 - 2,87. We can al 
conclude that the large 2/3 majority solved their work tasks with a satisfactory uncertain ty 
level since only 31,6 % "disagree-strongly disagree" for the stage 4: 'solution statement: . n 
answer to the problem or how to deal with it'. The surprising fInding is a rej ection f 
previous research by Kuhlthau (2003). There is no resolution of the uncertainty and it i 
not particular high at the beginning of the information seeking process. 
When we focus on stage 4: 'solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal 
with it' we found that the participants on average agreed that they 'increased the value f 
their work task' (2,08) or 'reduced the uncertainty of their work task' (2,15) . The frequency 
distribution for these two variables are left screwed (fIgure 15). 
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Figure 15: Frequency distribution for problem solving stage 4 
n=60. Strongly agree (I), agree (2), unsure (3), disagree (4), strongly disagree (5) . 
here is no linear or curve linear relationship between the cincrea d value' and Cr duced 
uncertainty' variables. 
We investigated the individual observations with the highest ucce sful final pr duct, i.e. 
which are distant from the mean. This is mea ured as either/b th highly reduc d 
uncertainty (value=l) or highly increased value (value= l) at the crucial tag 4: luti n 
statement. We conclude that the participants did not need to have an either high r I w 
starting point to end with a successful outcome, i.e. increased th value ignificantly in th 
outcome of the work task. The same individual cases are di played for a ignificant ch i 
of information sources (value=4-5) and relevance criteria (value= 4-S). W ee that th 
pattern is consistent with the general findings of the whole ample: c rrelati n 
between relevance criteria, information sources and the final work re ulted in incr a d 
value or/and uncertainty reduction. The typical successful information eek r empha iz d 
literature citations, advisors, organizations investigated, homepage , and public databa c . 
He judged according to the subject matter, currency, treatment/orientati n, and au th .rity 
(table 16) . 
ID Uncertainty a t 
each stage of 
work task 
variable 6-9 
1 2 3 4 
1 5 4 3 1 
2 4 3 2 2 
10 2 3 3 3 
15 4 3 2 1 
17 2 2 2 
Increased 
value of work 
task 
variable 43, 
value=1 
1 
Reduced Information source 
uncertainty of 
work task vaJue=4-5 
variable 44, 
value=1 
1 
1 
1 
literature citations 
advisors, homepages, 
organizations investiga ted 
organizations investiga ted 
curriculum, advisors, 
literatuxe citations, public 
databases 
Relevance criteria 
value=4-S 
currency 
subject, 
treatment/orient tion , 
commurucation 
curren y, au rJlority, 
population 
subject, authority 
1 homepages, organizations subject, urrency, authority, 
inves tigated communication 
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18 2 3 3 2 2 Literature citations, subject, 
public databases, trea tmen t/ orien tation, 
organizations investigated currency, geography, 
EOEulation 
19 4 3 3 1 curriculum, advisors subject, 
treatmen t/ orien ta tion 
24 2 2 2 advisors, literature subject, 
citations, public databases treatment/ orientation, 
31 3 4 3 4 
currenc~, authori~ 
2 advisors, literature all va/lief < 4 
citations, homeEages 
40 3 2 4 3 1 2 advisors, literature subject, 
citations, homepages, treatment/ orientation, 
Eublic databases currenc~, authori~ 
44 2 2 1 advisors, literature subject, 
citations trea tment/ orientation, 
commw1ication, geograEh~ 
45 3 4 4 3 2 literature citations, subject, currency 
47 2 2 4 4 
organizations investigated 
2 literature citations, subject, currency, geography 
homepages, public 
databases, organizations 
inves tiga ted 
58 4 2 2 1 2 advisors, literature subject, currency 
citations, organizations 
investiga ted 
Table 16: D etecting for outliers with highest success ful final product 
Increased value of work task (variable 43, value= l ) or reduced uncertainty of work task (variable 44, value= l ). Each case ID is displayed 
with its significant choice of information sources (value=4-S) and significant relevance criteria (value=4-S) . 
The information source types were broadly dispersed among the participants regardless of 
the origin of the participants. 
The hypothesis about the existing connection between the individual information seeker 
and the social or organizational environment is measured by the importance of 3 
information source types (highest rank= 5): 
Curriculum (reading lists from present or previous course work): 2,50 
Information proposed by advisors (supervisors, students): 3,35 
Organizations investigated (interviews, observations, correspondence): 3,83 
The results confirmed that there is an importance of the social and organizational 
environment but the information source types 'literature citations' (references in books, 
journals, or homepages) (3,93), 'homepage' (webpages but not general search engine or 
gateway) (2,52), and 'public database' (text documents, images, statistics, not general search 
engine) (3,00) are important as well. The information source type 'printed directory or 
dictionary' (1,95) was of minor importance since the work tasks were complex and not with 
predefined narrow research questions, i.e. not pure tasks of verification and concept 
definition. 
The relevance criteria, which are applied when selecting information sources for the work 
task, showed a broad usage of criteria with 'subject' (general-specific, central-tangential) 
(4,12) as the most dominating (highest rank= 5) which was not surprising according to the 
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user-driven relevance research (Schamber, 1991; Park, 1993; Barry, 1994; White and Wang, 
1997). 
'Treatment/ orientation' (theoretical, practical, discussing, descriptive) (3,53) was the 
second most preferred relevance criterium. Below follows at the same level of 3,42 
'authority' (central persons or institution) and 'currency' (new, redundant, or outdated 
knowledge). At the bottom of the relevance criteria ranking is 'communication' (difficult 
or easy comprehensible) (2,92), 'population' (sample in work task - ex. age, gender, and 
occupation) (2,57), and 'geography' (location) (2,48). 
The importance of 'authority' can confirm the hypothesis of the influence on the social or 
organization environment (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Fuchs, 1992; Zerubavel, 1997; 
Choo, 2005; Hedstrom, 2005). 
The comparison of the problem solving stages and 'increased value/reduced uncertainty' in 
the final work for problem solving stage 4 'solution statement' showed no correlations in 
either of the five problem solving stage pairs. 
There were also no correlations between 'increased value of work task' for problem solving 
stage 4 'solution statement' and all the information source types. 
6. Conclusion 
The conclusion is based on the first qualitative part (n= 14) and the second quantitative part 
(n=60). The two parts complement each other. The first qualitative part is able to explore 
and question in detail central elements of the research problems. The second quantitative 
part is able to provide a more robust, generic, and validated test of the hypothe es and 
mechanisms in the research questions. The samples in the two parts share the same 
attributes: Full-time master dissertation students from the University of heffield at 
different social science and science domains enrolled in the period 2002-2006. 1 he 
qualitative part used the domains leisure management, town and regional planning, and 
information management. The quantitative part used the domains engineering, medicine, 
and information management. 
The most significant empirical results from the quantitative part were that uncertainty did 
not reduce it to a very low level and the value increase were not high throughout the 
process when the information seekers solved complex work tasks. A broad set of 
information sources were used of both personal and non-personal character. The most 
important relevance criteria were 'subject' (general-specific, central-tangential), 
'treatment/ orientation', 'authority', and 'currency'. The criteria confirmed user-driven 
relevance research (Schamber, 1991; Park, 1993; Barry, 1994; White and Wang, 1997). 
The most significant empirical results from the qualitative part were that 1/3 of the 
information sources necessary to create a satisfactory final product was found by 
independent database searching. The influence from the knowledge community, 
categorized as institutional factors, attributes for about % of the most important 
information sources. Those sources consisted of the curriculum and were recommended by 
advisors. If the influence from the organizations investigated are included in the 
institutional factors, the overall share amounts for 1/3 of the most useful information 
sources. Literature citations had a firm and significant influence but accounted for only 
15,2 % of the most important information sources. Homepages had an unimportant role of 
only 4,6 % among the most important information sources for the work task. 
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The research result summary is displayed below (table 17). 
Social mechanism 
Belief Variable Value Scale Conclusion 
How Curriculwn 2,50 Highest rank =5 Broadly 
information dispersed 
sources application of 
contribute to information 
the actor's sources 
work task 
Advisors 3,35 
Literature 3,93 
citations 
Homepages 2,52 
Public 3,00 
databases 
Organizations 3,83 
inves tiga ted 
Relation Information Individual: Highest rank -5 Individual ::::: 
between sources Literarure citations (3,93) social or 
individual Public databases (3,00) organizational 
actor and Homepages (2,52) environment 
social or X = 3,15 
organizational 
environment Social: 
Organizations (3,83) 
Advisors (3,35) 
Curriculwn (2,50) 
X = 3,23 
Relevance Individual: Highest rank -5 Individual ::::: 
criteria Subject (4,12) social or 
Treatment/ orientation (3,53) organizational 
Currency (3,42) environment 
Communication (2,92) 
Population (2,57) 
Geography (2,48) 
Social: 
Authority (3,42) 
Problem 1. Problem 2,70 Highest 
resolution recognition: wlcertaiJ1ty =5 
proceeds in Type of 
stages by problem The work task was 
reducing without 
uncertainty or ambiguity=l 
Increasing It was very 
value at each llnclear= 5 
stage until a 
resolution of 
the problem 
is reached 
2. Problem 2,93 
definition: 
Narure of the 
problem 
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Problem 
solving stages 
develop 
either 
separately, 
sequentially, 
overlapping, 
or iteratively 
3. Problem 2,93 
resolution: 
Finding an 
answer to the 
problem 
4. Solution 2,87 
statem ent: An 
answer to the 
problem or 
how to deal 
with it 
Stage 4 ;::: stage 1 
Stage 4 ;::: stage 2 
Stage 4 ;::: stage 3 
Table 17: Research result summary 
Limitations 
Rejected 
Rejection of 
progressUlg 
resolution of the 
work task i.n 
stages 
Moderately 
overlapping and 
iteratively 
problem solving 
stage 
developments 
The research model and outcome for the central factors should be interpreted within an 
integrated cognitive sociology framework. Not all the factors of the research model are 
possible to describe, analyze, and verify to the same depth. The methodology has been 
designed to follow sound-scientific principles of verifiability to be able to repeat the 
methodology (quantitative part). Since the methodology follows a mixed methods 
direction, any repeated adoption of the research model will need adoptions depending on 
the available population, sample, and cooperativeness of stakeholders. Furthermore, 
organizational context and time frame conditions will set a boundary for any future work. 
Limitations for the most central factors: 
Actors 
The information seekers chosen in the combined quantitative and qualitative sample of 
graduate full time dissertation students solving a complex independent work task from a 
variety of domains in social science, IT, and medicine have been aimed to reduce 
limitations of the gereralizable matter of the results. Furthermore, different department and 
institutions participated which reduces the institutional bias. There was a possibility of bias 
in the sample which was due to the voluntary participation. There was not found any 
directly measured bias which could significantly affect the main conclusions . The 
participants did not all show high levels in reduced uncertainty or increased value of the 
work task. This key result rejected bias that only highly confident dissertation students 
from the sample choose to participate. The low response rate in some domains in tl1e 
potential sample was not anticipated and optimal, but the prolonged engagement of 
engaging additional subject domains and institutions have compensated for this factor. The 
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methodology has been designed to be able for the research community to extend the 
survey methods for other samples with different characteristics of domains, institutions, 
and geography. 
Increasing value oj work task 
The increasing value concept follows in tandem with the reduction of uncertainty concept 
as displayed in the research model. The value is the information seekers' subjective 
interpretation and it is relative to his development of the problem solving stages for his 
work task. It has been possible to measure this in the survey. 
Reduction oj uncertain(y oj work task 
The concept of uncertainty is more elusive than the value concept, but it is as important to 
measure as its counterpart increasing value. 
The concept is applied in different settings and under different theoretical frameworks, for 
example game theory, investment theory, and cognitive psychology. It is important to state 
that a narrow interpretation of the uncertainty concept to encompass purely mental states 
about feelings without coupling to actions, work tasks, and organizational conditions will 
remove the substance of the concept. The present research has revealed the difficulties the 
information seekers had to express in the uncertainty development throughout the 
problem solving stages. The empirical problems should not prevent us from staying on the 
track and develop refined theoretical models and methodologies to solve the puzzle. 
Applying game theory is a promising direction which has crucial impact in real world 
situations for judgment and decision making. There is still a way to pass before the field is 
fully mature and developed, not least escaping the narrow world of artificial laboratory 
simulations. 
Information sources 
It is complex to integrate all types of information sources to solve real world work tasks in 
one research design. It is nevertheless necessary if information science shall be able to 
develop a comprehensive social theory-based understanding of information seeking. We 
have unfortunately fragmented sub-domains (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2005) which each 
have their limited agenda. For example, the domain 'information behavior' produce 
significant and wide spanning research, but often the outcome is limited to a narrow type 
of institutions, a specialist actor group, or only a few types of available information source 
types are investigated. Furthermore, often only a fraction of the problem solving stages is 
followed. For example, the information seeker's search queries are not directly related to 
the final product of the work task. The present research attempts to overcome these 
limitations. 
Usefulness 
The concept of usefulness is a well-researched subject in information science. H ence, it has 
not given significant problems in the present research. We used a 5-point Likert scale to 
measure the extent of usefulness on the individual cited references for each work task in 
the qualitative part and measured on a generic level for each information source type. 
Relevance criteria 
The history of relevance has a long and very substantial base in information science 
(Saracevic, 2007a,b). In the qualitative part the information seekers were able to apply the 
core relevance after a brief introduction during the think aloud procedures at the 
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information seeker's computer. In the quantitative part a subset of potential information 
seekers were given a pilot version which lead to a few clarifying defmitions and examples 
of how to apply the core relevance criteria. 
Problem solving stages 
This factor was the most difficult to understand for the information seekers. The present 
research application of the four stages was a thorough test of Kuhlthau's (1993) and 
Wilson's (1999) information seeking models. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to detect any significant correlations between this factor 
and the relevance criteria, information sources, value increase, or uncertainty reduction. 
The reason for the lack of correlations could be that (1) the variables are simply working 
independently of the other variables, or (2) there are exogenic factors affecting the problem 
solving stages not accounted for in the quantitative and qualitative research model. It was 
not possible to detect any additional variables affecting the problem solving stage 
development based on the information seekers' utterances. Although we have substantial 
knowledge of judgment and decision making (Hogarth, 1987, Brunsson, 2007) as well as 
cognitive work task analysis (Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman, 2006) for solving complex 
work tasks, we are still confronted with the need to develop better tools and methodologies 
to accurately capture the internal cognitive processes during tlle problem solving process 
towards an increased value and reduced uncertainty for the final product of the work task. 
Contribution 
In the accumulative process of research in information science the aim for the present 
research is to contribute to the enhancement of an integrated understanding and 
application of information seeking. 
When considering what was previously missing in information seeking, I rank the following 
factors in deceasing order of contribution: 
1. Longitudinal study in information seeking of the work task from initiation to the 
final product applying all types of available information sources. 
2. Cognitive work task analysis in an organizational and social theory framework. 
3. Application and validation of the core relevance criteria. 
Application of theoretical and methodological model 
The cognitive sociology model based on Berger and Luckmann (1966) and Zerubavel 
(1997) proved to be applicable for the performance and understanding of the empirical 
data. Information science in a cognitive sociology framework enhances the understanding 
of the social mechanism relation between the individual and social influences of 
information seeking. The information source types and relevance criteria applied were 
constructive. The cognitive sociology model with its institutional focus can be applied in all 
domains and different institutional environments as well as with different kinds of 
information sources. 
The methodology of the cognitive sociology model was realizable and appropriate for the 
sample and the empirical data. Triangulation was integrated in the research design with the 
external evaluation of the final work product to obtain a different viewpoint of the 
outcome of the work task. There was a possible bias in the qualitative sample which was 
due to the voluntary participation. There was not found any directly measured bias which 
could significantly affect the main conclusions. The participants did not all show high levels 
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in reduced uncertain ty or increased value of the work task. This key result rejected bias that 
only highly confident dissertation students from the sample choose to participate. The 
quantitative sample size did not show any strong bi-correlations. 
The combination of qualitative and quantitative measures as reviewed in Tashakkori and 
Teddlie (1998) proved fruitful and complemented each other. The case reports provided a 
focus and clarification of the following quantitative measures of the research questions. 
7. Implications for future research 
The implications for future research are to consider a cognitive sociology viewpoint on the 
information seeking process. When possible, it is recommended to encompass the entire 
problem solving stages of the work task from problem recognition to solution statement. 
The information seeking process for complex work tasks without a predefmed method and 
solution requires different search tactics, information source types, and relevance criteria. 
The IT development and international standards implementation (World Wide Web 
Consortium, 2008) enables members of profit- and non-pro fit-based organizations to 
instantly and dynamic search and retrieve knowledge sources regardless of vendors, 
locations, docwnent formats, media types, platforms, networks, and physical device. This 
international development expands the scope for the present research's theoretical and 
methods to accommodate future integrated heterogeneous information network 
enVltonment. 
Cognitive task analysis 
Cognitive sociology for information seeking can be incorporated as one aspect of a broader 
framework in cognitive task analysis (Crandall, Klein, and Hoffman, 2006, p . 245-257). 
This approach focuses on individual and team work task strategies in real world contexts to 
understand the reasoning and decision making. 
The applications of the systematic framework in cognitive task analysis within an 
organizational understanding are diverse and can be mission critical for the organizations in 
which the work tasks are being solved. For example, the areas covered can be: 
Information system development: A comprehensive understanding of the actors' decision 
making and strategies to optimize the utilization of the tools and the content of the 
information systems. The purposes are to facilitate both subject matter experts (extracting 
tacit knowledge) and novices. The usability approach is a sub field of cognitive task analysis 
applying the cognitive engineering theories (Rasmussen, Pejtersen, and Goodstein, 1994). 
Training: Particularly on-the-job training can improve instructional practice by having the 
trainee taking an active role in the process "even directing the process by probing the 
subject matter expert". The cognitive task analysis can help subject matter experts articulate 
the subtle aspects of their expertise in on-the-job settings and having the trainees learn to 
ask better questions. 
Organizational design: Team-based cognitive task analysis can improve understanding of 
how organizations assign tasks to improve coordination. 
Market research: Cognitive task analysis focus on what consumer's know, how they think, 
and their developed strategies for buying and using products. The analysis provides the 
reasoning for purchasing particular product, brand, and their features. Furthermore, the 
product developers and the sales employees may use the corporation's products or services 
in other ways than anticipated. Within the information seeking field we can for example 
measure and analyze the problem recognition and formulation, problem resolution (search 
tactics and search results) when a consumer needs to purchase a new cell phone on the 
market. This work task may encompass previous own experience, virtual inspection on 
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product offerings from online inventories, physical inspection, personal recommendations, 
public advertisement, and independent consumer guides. 
Network 
The cognitive sociology approach can be extended to the level of network analysis and 
representation (Carrington, Scott, and Wasserman, 2005; Thelwall, Vaughan, and 
Bjorneborn, 2005). The definition of a network originates from graph theory (Dies tel, 
2006). "Nodes (vertices) identify the elements of the system. The set of connecting links 
(edges) represents the presence of a relation or interaction among these elements" 
(Caldarelli and Vespignani, 2007, p. 5). 
v 
E 
G 
n 
M 
Incident 
Adjacent 
Dominating set 
Directed 
Subgraph 
Degree 
Path of consecutive 
edges 
Path of series 
connectivity 
Tree 
Clustering 
Set of vertices. 
Set of edges. 
Graph of vertices (points) connected by edges (lines). 
Graph G(V,E) V has order /I when V has 11 vertices. 
Size of the graph is the munber m of its edges. 
E dge e links vertices VI,V] . 
Vertices III,V] joined by edge e are neighbors. 
Set of vertices whose neighbors and themselves constitute all the vertices in the 
graph. 
Graph G{V,E) by two disjoint sets E and V plus two functions I(E- V) 
F(E- V). The 1 51 assigns every edge e an initial vertex I(e). The 2nd assigns every 
edge e a final vertex F(e). If IM and F(e) coincide e is a loop. 
We have 2 graphs: G{V,E) and G'(V',E'). A new graph is indicated by G n G' 
whose vertices are in the set V n V ' and the edges in the set E n E' . If V n V' = 
o the 2 graphs are disjoint. 
If V'~ Vand E 'c E then G' (V'" E') is an induced subgraph of G(V,E): G' (V', 
E') ~G{V,E). 
If G' (V', E') C G(V,E) and V '= V, G' (V', E') is spanning of G(V,E). 
Number of edges in vertex Vi - k(vJ. A weighted graph kw(vJ is the sum of the 
weight of the edges on Vi. 
TIle degree can be either: 
in-degree K iM(vJ: umber of incoming edges to a vertex. 
out-degree K i"{vJ: Number of outgoing edges to a vertex. 
Graph G' (V',E,) of the form V' = VO,VI, •.• ,V'" E' - e" ... E" where 
VO,VI, •. . V . is a set of vertices for which ei is an edge joining vertices VI. I and IIi. 
Exist between any couple of vertices Vi,1Ij in a graph. 
Connected graph without cycles. Vertices (degree=l) in a tree are leaves. One 
vertex of the tree can be considered root. A tree with a fLxed root is a rooted tree. 
Cliques in the neighborhood of any given vertex. High clustering implies that if 
vertex i is connected to;; and j is connected to I, then very likely i is also connected 
to /. 
Figure 18: Definition of basic graph elements 
The information source types applied ill the present research can be modeled in the 
network theory as vertices each coded for its particular type of information source and 
each vertex has a unique instance of the information source. The edges represent the 
relations in the information seeking process towards solving the work task. In the present 
research the weights of the edges is measured by its usefulness (scale: 1-5) . The attributes 
of the edges are in the present research operationalized by the core relevance criteria. 
The agents (Hedstrom, 2005), who carry out the work task individually or in a team as a 
member of an organization, can be considered a root vertex (anchor node) when the 
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network analysis is viewed from the perspective of the organization's actors. The critically 
cognitive sociology approach understands the agents as stakeholders and with conflicting 
interests competing for limited resources (tangible and intangible) . 
The network is dynamic as the work task of the agents evolves. The total network size can 
expand or scrimp. The internal structure and attributes may be modified according to 
changes over time of weights attached to the edges between the vertices. The density of the 
network may also alter as the clustering process is developing. The directions of the edges 
between the vertices changes as the communication (direct and indirect interactions) 
between the agents and the information sources evolve. 
The vertices are preferentially connected to other vertices with similar degree. This 
network type is assortative in contrast to disassortative network when vertices are 
preferentially connected to other vertices with very different degree, a.e. biological and 
technological networks. 
The directions of the edges to its vertices can be specified but in the present research this 
aspect falls outside the research question. The analysis of directions coupled with its 
clusters (cliques in the neighborhood of a vertex) is of high importance in social network 
theory, a.e. citation analysis and knowledge communities. Furthermore, production 
logistics, utilities, traffic infrastructures, and systems design benefit from network theory. 
An overview of central defInitions in graph theory (Caldarelli and Vespignani, 2007, p. 6-
12) is provided (table 18) and application of the present research model to a network 
approach for a given work task in one time frame for a set of agents who are members of 
an institution (figure 19). Each agent (vertice) is connected by edges representing a 
relevance criteria with a given weight depending of the usefulness level. The edges are 
linked to nodes representing particular information sources (types and instances) as defined 
in the present research. No rules for interaction, directions, and thresholds (total network 
limit, number of agents, and connection parameters) are defined in the example but to aid 
the reading of the figure the point of direction is from the agent. 
Network of work tasko, timer, 
Information sourcclJ'P< " 
In formation sourceoype n 
Tn formation sourcelJ'p< n 
Relevance criteria". 
userfulnen (weighl 1-5) Relevance criterian. 
uscrfulness (\\'Cight 1-5) 
I nformation source~". n 
Relevance criterian. 
usernuness ("''tlgh l I-S) 
Relevance criteria". 
userfuJness (weight 1-5) 
~gentn. ",snru"on 
Relevance criteria". 
userfulness (weigh I 1-5) 
I n formation sourcelJ'p< n 
Information sourcelJ'p< n 
Relevance criteria.,. 
userfulness (weighl 1-5) 
Figure 19: Network representation for the basic elements of the research model 
Agentn.'l1slIrut lOfl 
Agcntn, ill 5t1!urion 
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In the example from the present research model we can consider each cited reference of 
the agent's final product as a sub-graph of the agent's own work. This interpretation of 
sub-graph is anticipating all types of information source types regardless of its particular 
physical and conceptual form. 
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Appendices 
84 
Online case form 
Participant ID 
Record date 
Supervisor ID 
Start date of work task Submission date of work task 
Permission by student to obtain information from supervisor about coverage of existing knowledge: yes/no 
Supervisor submission date 
Coverage of existing knowledge in final product (1-5) 
Comments of supervisor 
Work task 
Level 
Global 
State 
Organization 
Work task activity 
Problem solving stages 
1. Problem Recognition: Kind of problem 
2. Problem Definition: Na ture of problem 
3. Problem Resolution: Finding answer to problem 
4. Solution Statement: Answer to problem or how to deal with it 
Information sources 
Type 
Homepages 
Databases 
Name 
Search reason 
Tactic 
Printed directories and dictionaries 
Name 
Search reason 
Tactic 
o rganiza tions 
Persons: Title and function 
Contact reason 
Documents 
Tactic 
1. Systemic 
1. Author 
2. Subject 
2. Browsing 
1. Author 
2. Subject 
Final work 
Result 
n 
Clue 
% 
n reference usefulness used how criteria found how search tactic 
Usefulness: (2) slightly, (3) middle, (4) quite, (5) totally. 
source format source type 
Information source type: (1) curriculum, (2) p roposed by advisors, (3) literature citations, (4) homepage, (5) public database, (6) printed 
directory or dictionary, \f) organizations investigated. 
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Online questionnaire 
Department 
Start date of work task [dissertation] End date of work tas k [dissertation] 
Work Task [dissertation] Title tifyour work task -please state as precise as possible 
Problem solving stages [disser ta tion] 
Please select below if the stages bappemd separatelY, sequmtialIY, overlapping, or iterativelY. (stronglY agree, agree, II/Wire, 
difagree, stronglY difagree) 
1. Problem recognition: Kind o f problem [firs t ideas] - You identi fy your problem in terms o f a broad topic 
and why it is of interes t. 
2. Problem definition: Nature of d1e problem [objectives, attributes] - You deftne ilie problem and its 
elements more precisely in terms of clear research questions. 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to problem [searching, testing, writing] - You decide exacdy how 
you will go about solving ilie problem /answering ilie research questions in terms of medlOdology etc. 
4. Solution statement: An answer to ilie problem or how to deal wiili it [conclusion] - You an alyze your data 
and draw conclusions in an attempt to answer your research questions. 
1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
2. Problem definition: Nature of d1e problem 
1 and 2 happened feparateIY [clearlY dlstillguifhable diftinct stager}? 
1 and 2 happened fequentialIY [stage 2 began onlY after ftage 1 waf completed]? 
1 and 2 happened overlapping 
1 and 2 happened iterativelY [you revifited ftage 1 or 2 later ill your dlssertatiotl work]? 
2. Problem definition: Nature o f the problem 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to d1e problem 
2 and 3 happened separatelY? 
2 and 3 happened sequentiallY? 
2 and 3 happetted overlappillg? 
2 and 3 happened iterativelY? 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to ilie problem or how to deal wiili it 
3 and 4 happened separatelY? 
3 and 4 happened sequentiallY? 
3 and 4 happened overlappillg? 
3 and 4 happened iterativelY? 
1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal wiili it 
1 alld 4 happened separatelY? 
1 and 4 happened sequentiallY? 
1 and 4 happened overlapping? 
1 and 4 happened iterativelY? 
2. Problem de ftnition: Nature o f the problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to d1e problem or how to deal wid1 it 
2 and 4 happened separatelY? 
2 and 4 happelled sequentiallY? 
2 and 4 happened overlappillg? 
2 and 4 happened iteratively? 
How uncertain did you were at each stage of your work task? 
86 
Highest llncertainty= 5 (the work task was without ambiguity= 1, it was very unclear-5) 
1. Problem recognition: Kind of problem 
2. Problem definition: Nature of the problem 
3. Problem resolution: Finding an answer to the problem 
4. Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
What were your most important information source types . 
If two information source types were equallY important please assign them equal rank. Highest rank = 5 
1. Curriculum (reading lists from present or previous course work) 
2. Information proposed by advisors (supervisors, students) 
3. Literature citations (references in books, journals, or homepages) 
4. Homepage (webpages but not general search engine or gateway) 
5. Public database (text documents, images, statistics: not general search engine or only in-house database) 
6. Printed directory or dictionary 
7. Organizations investigated (interviews, discussions, observations, correspondence) 
Which relevance criteria did you select for the information sources to your work task? 
If more than one relevance critena were equallY important assign them equal rank. Highest rallk=5 
Subject (general-specific, central-tangential) 
Treatment/ orientation (theoretical! abstract, practical/ factual, discussing/ analyzing, descriptive/ listing) 
Currency (new, redundant, or outdated knowledge) 
Authori ty (central person(s) or institution) 
Communication (difficult or easy comprehensible) 
Geography (location) 
Population (sample in your work task - ex. age, gender, and occupation) 
Problem solving stage 4: Solution statement: An answer to the problem or how to deal with it 
(strongly agree, agree, unsure, disagree, strongfy disagree) 
I increased the value of my work task (your own perception of the outcome of the dissertation) 
I reduced my uncertainty of my work task (fl11ished with a clear understanding of the dissertation problem) 
Please give your consent 
full name 
E-mail 
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Introduction letters to graduate students and supervisors 
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION STUDIES 
Postal address: Western Bank, Sheffield S10 2TN 
Location: Regent Court, 211 Portobello Street, Sheffield S1 4DP 
Tel. x..x Fax. xx 
E-mail: x@x.ac.uk WWW: http://www.xx.ac.uk 
Dear graduate student, 
PH . D. PROJECT 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
[date] 
I would like to ask for permission to follow your information searching and use in relation to your master's 
dissertation. The investigation covers the whole period from your first impressions of your master's 
dissertation to the final product when it is submitted and evaluated. The time limit for the investigation is one 
year. 
Your participation is designed so as not to cause you any inconvenience during your work tasks. There would 
be no delay for your dissertation and no extra work tasks for you relating to my investigation. 
The aim of the investigation is to let you talk about the information sources visited during the information 
searching for the master dissertation. The information sources comprise the entire range of sources used, for 
example they may be among those listed below: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Information sources required as part of the curriculum. 
Information sources proposed by advisers in connection with your work task. 
Literature references. 
Homepages found on the internet. 
Public databases, directories, and dictionaries. 
Personal and written information sources in organizations investigated if you use empirical data. 
A brief follow up meeting (1 / 2 hour to one hour) after submitting the dissertation would consider the cited 
references in your dissertation. You would be asked to talk about the references which are most useful and 
why and in what way did the information sources in question contribute to your fmal product? 
You may contact me when you are going to search for information sources of any kind . The location of the 
information searching may be decided by you depending of what is convenient. If you don't feel it is possible 
for me to be present during the information searching, please let me know. You may afterwards explain me 
about the information searching. 
The investigation follows the guidelines in the 1998 Data Protection Act from the University of Sheffield. 
Your data would be kept confidential and your comments anonymized when the data analysis is finished. You 
have open access to data from your recording and may obtain a copy of the final case report if requested . You 
may at any time redraw from participation in the investigation. 
If you have any questions you are welcome to contact me. I look forward to hear from you. 
The investigation is supervised by Nigel Ford, Department of Information Studies, and I obtained approval to 
contact you from dissertation coordinator (x). 
Sincerely, 
[researcher] 
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UN I VE R S IT Y O F S H EFF I E LD 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION STUDIES 
Postal address: Western Bank, Sheffield S10 2TN 
Location: Regent Cour t, 211 Portobello Street, Sheffield Sl 4DP 
Tel. xx Fax. xx 
E -mail: x@x.ac.uk WWW: http://www.lLx.ac.uk 
I 
Dear Dissertation Supervisor, 
P H.D. PROJ ECT 
F OR MA TIO N SC r E CE 
[date] 
I am pursuing PhD. research in the D epartment of Information Studies 2001-2004. I would like to ask for 
participation in my PhD. project in information seeking and use which I carry out among graduate students 
writing their master's thesis in your department. 
Your contribution would be to provide a validation of existing literature on the subject of the thesis of your 
present students: 
• Quantitative judgment: Do the citations cover the existing literamre or knowledge in a satisfactory way 
(scale: 1-5). 
• Qualitative judgment of the citation's relevance for the master's thesis. 
The investigation follows the guidelines in the 1998 Data Protection Act from the University of Sheffield. 
Your data would be kept confidential. Your comments would be anonymized when the data analysis is 
finished. 
You have open access to data from your record and may obtain a copy of the final case report if requested. 
If you have any questions you are welcome to contact me. I would be pleased to give you any further 
information you may wish. I look forward to hearing from you. In particular, if you are willing to help me I 
would be very grateful if you would contact me either by E-mail or phone (see below). 
The investigation is supervised by Nigel Ford, Department of Information Smdies, and I obtained approval to 
contact you from dissertation coordinator (x). 
Sincerely, 
[researcher] 
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Oral introduction for participants 
I would lcindly ask you to talk about the information sources visited during the information searching and the 
relationship to your master dissertation. You may elaborate without feeling any constraint; your personal 
views and experience are also welcome. 
The session would secure your anonymity. Any data would not be able to be traced back to you personally 
when the data analysis is finished. 
Homepages 
Please tell for each homepage visited, why and how you reached it. 
If the address of a particular homepage is already known to you, please tell the origin of this knowledge. 
Please tell about the usefulness of the homepages. You are welcome to say anything which is brought to your 
mind when you saw the homepages. 
Usefulness scale: 2-5. 
Public databases 
Please tell why you selected the database. 
Please tell why and how you reached the information sources. 
Please tell about the usefulness of the sea rch result. You are welcome to say anything which were btought to 
your mind when you saw the information sources. 
Usefulness scale: 2-5. 
Personal information sources and documents within organizations investigated 
Which personal resources and documents in the organization did you use? 
How were dle persons contacted? 
How were the documents collected? 
What was the usefulness of the persons or documents? 
Usefulness scale: 2-5. 
Description of usefulness scale: 
2. Slighdy useful 
3. Middle useful 
4. Quite useful 
5. Totally useful 
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